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V.G. Perminov was the leading designer for for Mars and Venus Venus spacecraft at the Lavochkin 
design bureau in in the Soviet Union during the early days of Mars exploration. Here, he 
recounts the hectic hectic days and urgent atmosphere in the Communist bureaucracy to design 
and successfully launch a Mars orbiter, a Mars lander, and a Mars rover. rover. The goal was to 
beat the United States to to Mars. The author's account gives, for for the first time, time, the personal 
feelings of those managing the projects. projects. 

The first project project was begun in 1959. During the next 15 years, the United States had put 
humans on the Moon, Moon, and the Soviet Soviet Union had put a cosmonaut in space and circled circled the 
Moon with a satellite. However, sending a spacecraft to to a distant planet and having it enter 
an unknown atmosphere and land on a poorly known surface was an undertaking of a dif- 
ferent magnitude. There were many lessons to be learned and many expensive failures. But 
with each new failure, failure, new experience was gained, and with each successive attempt, the 
goal was closer. closer. 

In October 1960, 1960, with Project Project 1M, 1M, two spacecraft were launched, but the third stages of each 
rocket rocket failed. In In November 1962, 1962, the spacecraft Mars 1 1 was launched, but it fell fell silent at a 
distance of 106 106 million million kilometers. 

In March-April 1969, with Project Project M-69, there was an attempt to to launch two spacecraft, but 
both failed failed on launch. In May 1971, 1971, with Project Project M-71, two spacecraft, Mars 2 2 and Mars 3, 
each with a lander, were launched. The lander for Mars 2 2 crashed on the surface of Mars. 
The lander of Mars 3 3 reached the surface, but its transmissions soon disappeared. However, 
the orbiters of Mars 2 2 and Mars 3 3 continued circling the planet for 8 8 months sending images 
to to Earth. 

In In June 1973, 1973, Mars 4 4 and Mars 5 5 were launched. On Mars 4, the braking system failed, failed, it it 
therefore missed the planet. Mars 5 5 took images of Mars on a flyby. flyby. In August 1973, 1973, Mars 6 
and Mars 7 7 were launched. Mars 6 was unable to receive receive commands after 2 2 months but, sur- 
prisingly, prisingly, continued in an autonomous mode for for another 5 5 months after landing on the 
Martian surface and sending back back data. Mars 7 missed the planet. 
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During the mid-1970's, mid-1970's, there were attempts to develop a program to return Martian soil soil to 
Earth. Earth. That program proved to to be impractical. 

In July 1988, the spacecraft Phobos 1 1 and Phobos 2 2 were launched to to explore the Martian 
moon Phobos. Phobos 1 1 did not reach reach its its destination. Phobos 2 2 successfully successfully entered the 
Martian orbit, but at 150 kilometers from from Phobos, Phobos, it lost lost solar power and became became silent. 
In November 1996, the spacecraft Mars 96, with an orbiter, orbiter, four landers, and 22 scientific scientific 
instruments, was launched. Because Because of onboard computer and upper-stage booster booster malfunc- 
tions, tions, the Mars 96 spacecraft failed. This is is the last spacecraft reported by the author. 

In spite of numerous failures, failures, the technical technical and scientific scientific achievements during the Mars 
exploration effort effort were invaluable. The scientific scientific results are broadly discussed in western lit- lit- 
erature, and technical technical knowledge has been been advanced. 

This translation was made by Dr. Katherine A. Nazarova for for the East East West Space Space Science Science 
Center of the University of Maryland. 

Lev M. Muhkin 
Deputy Director Director 
East East West Space Science Science Center 
University of Maryland 
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Mars Mars is the planet in in our solar system thought to be be most most like like Earth. The The Martian Martian period period of 
rotation rotation is 24 hours, hours, 37 37 minutes, minutes, and its its angle tilt tilt with respect respect to its its orbital plane plane is about 
64.8 degrees, degrees, compared to 66.5 degrees for for Earth. Earth. As a result, result, seasonal seasonal changes on Mars Mars 
occur occur in in the same manner as on Earth. Earth. Through a telescope, telescope, one can observe white polar 
caps on the Martian Martian surface. surface. As the summer approaches, approaches, the polar caps start to melt, melt, and 
the Martian Martian surface surface darkens with distance from from the polar polar areas to the equator. equator. Earth-based Earth-based 
observations showed that near the Martian Martian surface, surface, the pressure was about 0.1-0.3 atmos- 
phere, phere, and at noon, noon, the the temperature near the equator was about 25 degrees Celsius. Celsius. Because 
Mars Mars has a very thin atmosphere, daily daily temperature variations on the Martian Martian surface range 
up to 50 degrees Celsius. Celsius. That That is somewhat more more than on the Earth's surface at the high ele- ele- 
vations in the mountains, where the air air is thin. Naturally, Naturally, these these similarities similarities pose a question 
of life on Mars. Mars. 

The idea of life on on Mars Mars appeared at the the end of the the 19th century after after the Italian Italian astronomer 
and director director of the observatory observatory in in Milan, Giovanni Virginio Schiaparelli, Schiaparelli, discovered discovered a net- 
work of fine fine lines, which he called called "canals," on the planet's planet's surface. surface. Also on the Martian Martian 
surface, surface, Schiaparelli Schiaparelli observed observed large large dark areas, areas, which he called called "oceans." "oceans." Dark Dark areas areas of 
smaller smaller size size he named "lakes," and light light yellow yellow areas he named "continents." "continents." 

The The discovery discovery of Schiaparelli Schiaparelli attracted the attention of many many astronomers. Using Using powerful 
telescopes, telescopes, they they managed to discover discover on the Martian Martian surface many canals that always linked linked 
seas or or lakes. lakes. In 1906, assuming that the canals canals on Mars Mars did exist, American American astronomer 
Percival Percival Lowell put forward a theory theory that attempted to explain explain their their origin. origin. According According to 
t hs  theory, the canals canals were built built by Martians Martians to transport water from from polar polar to arid areas. areas. 
Schiaparelli Schiaparelli and Lowell observed observed that the Martian Martian surface surface changes with the seasons seasons and 
suggested that this this may may be related related to vegetation. vegetation. 

In the spring and summer, summer, some areas areas of the the Martian Martian surface surface darken and acquire a greenish- greenish- 
blue hue. In autumn and winter, winter, the same areas acquire acquire a a yellowish-brown yellowish-brown hue. The The best best 
time time to observe these these changes is when the white polar polar caps start to melt. melt. At this this time, the 
Martian Martian dark areas remind one of Earth's moist moist soil. soil. 
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The change in the color color of the surface was the greatest Martian mystery. mystery. In 1953, Soviet Soviet 
astronomer G.A. G.A. Tikhov Tikhov tried tried to to explain the color color change. He pointed to to the similarity 
between the reflection reflection spectra of some areas on the Martian surface and moss on Earth's 
surface that grows in the dry and cold cold environment of the Pamir mountains at elevations of 
more than 6,000 6,000 meters. In 1953, American American scientist H. Strughold speculated on the exis- exis- 
tence tence of primitive vegetation on Mars. The attitude of Soviet Soviet astrophysicist I .  Schklovskiy Schklovskiy 
was even more provocative. To explain the anomalous trajectory trajectory of the Martian moon 
Phobos, he he suggested that Phohos was a hollow hollow sphere. The proponents of intelligent life on 
Mars were delighted with this idea. 

If primitive or or intelligent life forms had been been discovered on Mars, Mars, that would be of crucial crucial 
importance for for understanding the evolution of Earth Earth and the universe. Certainly, Certainly, the coun- 
try try that first first detects life forms on  mars  mars will will be highly recognized recognized and honored international- 
ly. This ambitious goal was the main reason for for the long competition between the Soviet 
Union and the United States. It It is is worth noting that the Soviet Union made a valuable con- con- 
tribution to to this study. In spite of some setbacks, Soviet Soviet scientists and engineers made a 
large large effort effort for for the exploration of Mars. Mars. 

The The first first stage of Mars exploration is finished. Surprisingly, vegetation, canals, canals, and traces traces of 
intelligent life have not been been found. However, However, dried-up courses of waterways have been been 
observed. What happened? Why did water disappear? Did primitive or intelligent life life exist exist 
in the past, past, or does it it exist exist now on Mars? 

Today, we cannot answer these these questions. It now seems like like Mars is a lifeless lifeless desert. On the 
other hand, we know that in in Earth's deserts, archeologists dig up cities cities that flourished in the 
past but were neglected neglected by ancient people, people, and they they are now covered with sand. 

In 1971, the largest dust storm ever registered registered by astronomers covered covered the whole Martian 
surface. For a few montlis, montlis, hundreds of millions millions of tons of dust were suspended in in the 
Martian atmosphere. As a result, one could not observe the  martian  martian surface. Nevertheless, 
one cannot rule out that cities cities covered by sand may may exist exist in in the the Martian deserts. That would 
be evidence of an ancient Martian civilization that disappeared or moved to other planets. 

Perhaps Martians once arrived on Earth Earth and left some evidence of their their visit. visit. Perhaps they they 
built built huge runways in in South America, America, maybe constructed a chemically chemically pure iron iron column in 
India India (now chemically chemically pure iron iron can can be produced only in the laboratory), and built built the mys- 
terious Egyptian pyramids. 

It is also also possible possible that the English fiction writer D. Swift Swift managed managed to to find find and decipher records records 
that that Martians Martians left on Earth. Earth. Based on on these these records, records, long long before the the Martian Martian moons moons were were dis- 
covered, covered, Swift Swift predicted predicted that Mars Mars had had two satellites. satellites. One of them them he named named Phobos Phobos (fear), (fear), the the 
other other he he named named Deimos Deimos (horror), and rather rather precisely predicted predicted the the parameters parameters of their their orbits. orbits. 

Possibly, the next next generations of Mars explorers will will clarify clarify these questions. In particular, particular, 
this this book book is is written to preserve the record record of the events of the first difficult difficult road to to Mars. 
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1.1 Project IM 
Ballistic rockets, rockets, which are able to carry heavy payloads, opened the way to to inter- 
planetary automatic spacecraft. For many centuries, investigations of other planets 
were limited to to observations from from Earth with telescopes telescopes at distances of tens of mil- mil- 
lions of kilometers from from the planets. But generations of scientists dreamed of obser- 
vations close to the planets. With With the development of interplanetary automatic 
spacecraft, their dream was transformed into reality. reality. To approach the planets, planets, a 
spacecraft should fly in the vast regions of space for for many hundreds of millions of 
kilometers. The conditions of interplanetary space were unknown and were 
described only as scientific scientific hypotheses. 

The The first first Martian spacecraft Martian spacecraft started to to be developed in in 1959 in the Experimental Experimental Design Design 
Bureau No. 1 1 (OKB-1) (OKB-1) under the the supervision of the the Chief Designer Designer and Academician Academician 
S.P. Korolev. The preliminary preliminary design of the spacecraft spacecraft included three three major major objectives: 

1. To investigate interplanetary space between Earth and Mars 

2. To study Mars from from a flyby flyby trajectory trajectory and to to obtain images of its surface 

3. To check check the ability of onboard instruments to to operate during the long flight flight in 
space and to provide radio communication from from large large distances 

The scientific scientific part of Project 1M was under the supervision of Academician Academician M.V. 
Keldysh. At At that time, time, he was Vice-president Vice-president of the Academy Academy of Sciences Sciences of the 
Soviet Soviet Union. Teams Teams from from different institutes of the Academy submitted scientific scientific 
proposals. After After close close examination, a decision was made to to put the following scien- scien- 
tific instruments on the spacecraft lM :  

Magnetometer 
~ ~ p~ p~ 

Documentation for for automatic Martian spacecraft was developed developed in OKB-1 and kindly given to us by by 
G.Yu Mnksimov and A.G. A.G. Trubnikov. Trubnikov. 

Top: 
G.Yrr Maksirrroc, Maksirrroc, the 

rrrnirl ifesigrrer ifesigrrer 

Bottom: 
A.G. A.G. Trubr~ikov, rcsporr- 

siblefir tlrc.Piyht pro- 
grnrrr nrrd t1w spcecr f f  

logic logic 
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Top: 
L.1. Dulrlev, Dulrlev, respor~siblefor 
spacecr@ diveloprnent and and 
design calculations calculations 

Middle: 
KN. KN. Kubasov, Kubasov, responsiblefor 
project ballistics 

Bottom: Bottom: Figure I. 
The Mu1 tipurpose Spacecr4 
Designedfor Mars and Venus 
Exploration Exploration 

Radiometer 
Charged particle particle detector 
Micrometeorite Micrometeorite sensor 
Photo-television Photo-television camera (FTU) 
Spectroreflectometer Spectroreflectometer for for determining the CH CH band, which may may indicate the exis- exis- 
tence tence of organic life on the Martian surface 

All scientific scientific instruments, except except the FTU, were attached to to the outside of the the space- 
craft. The FTU was placed placed in in a sealed module together with other onboard instru- 
ments and was designed to to make make pictures of the Martian surface through a view- 
port. It was designed so that as soon as the the sensor indicated that the Martian surface 
was illuminated by the Sun, the televising televising would be initiated. The spacecraft was 
equipped with a permanent solar orientation sensor, sensor, which controlled controlled the solar illu- illu- 
mination for for charging the batteries by the Sun during the whole flight. flight. The attitude 
of the spacecraft in in space was corrected corrected in in its trajectory trajectory by the Sun-star sensor. sensor. The 
correction correction was performed by the binary binary liquid-propellant engine, engine, which runs on 
dimethylhydrazine and nitric nitric acid. 

It was proposed that an 8-centimeter 8-centimeter wavelength transmitter and a high-gain anten- 
na na with a diameter of 2.33 2.33 meters transfer the Martian images images to to Earth. Its orienta- 
tion tion with respect respect to Earth Earth was supposed to to be maintained with the help of radio 
bearing, bearing, which was obtained during the rotation of the spacecraft spacecraft around the the solar solar 

tube set to to a predetermined angle. 

To send commands to the outbound trajectory trajectory and to 
telemeter telemeter information, information, a decimeter decimeter wavelength radio 
transmitter was used. used. This This radio system operated with a 
high-gain high-gain antenna. Two-square-meter Two-square-meter solar panels and 
silver-zinc silver-zinc batteries batteries were used used for for the power supply. 

In In October October 1960, two spacecraft, spacecraft, with payloads of 
650 kilograms each, each, were launched. Because of the 
failure failure of the third-stage rocket, rocket, neither spacecraft spacecraft 
entered the proper flight flight trajectory trajectory to to Mars. Mars. However, However, 
the the effort effort of designers of the first first Martian spacecraft spacecraft 
was not a waste of time. Like small children, children, who fall fall 
and get bumps on their head while they they learn to to walk, walk, 
the designers learned their own valuable lessons and 
accumulated the experience required for for developing 
more sophisticated spacecraft. spacecraft. 

1.2 Project 2MV 2MV 
In the spring of 1961, Korolev directed the the design of a 
new new muItipurpose spacecraft spacecraft for the the exploration of 
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Top: 
C.S. C.S. Susser; rcspans~blc 

for flie spacecraft 
cc~rrf i~rrr~~tion 

Mars and Venus. This This was called called Project Project 2MV and provided the opportunity for for the 
exploration of Mars and Venus not only with a flyby flyby trajectory trajectory but with a lander 
vehicle vehicle as well. well. The main design and the number of instruments on board board did not 
change. To accomplish this task, task, the spacecraft was divided into two parts: the mul- 
tipurpose orbital module, which delivered the spacecraft to to the planet, and the 
module with the scientific scientific instruments and equipment used to to study the planet 
from from a flyby flyby trajectory trajectory (Figure 1). If the lander is is to to be be used, it should be attached to 
the orbital module and replace the module with the scientific scientific instruments (Figure 2). 

Much Much effort effort was given to increase the reliability reliability and improve the characteristics of 
the spacecraft. The radio system located located in the orbital module was supplemented 
with a meter range wavelength radio transmitter, 
which broadcast from from an omnidirectional antenna. The radio 
transmitter duplicated the main radio channel in the nearest part 
of trajectory. trajectory. In In the scientific scientific module, in addition to to the 8-cen- 8-cen- 
timeter wavelength transmitter used to transfer the planet's 
images to Earth, an impulse transmitter in the 5-centimeter 5-centimeter 
wavelength range was installed. To point the high-gain antenna 
toward Earth, it it was proposed to use a solar-Earth sensor with a 
mobile solar tube instead the radio bearing. 

The solar tube was installed installed during the flight flight with a preset Sun- 
spacecraft-Earth spacecraft-Earth angle. The area area of solar panels was increased increased to 
2.6 square meters. The silver-zinc silver-zinc battery was replaced replaced by a cad- 
mium-nickel mium-nickel battery with a capacity of 42 amp-hours. For For tem- tem- 
perature control, control, a binary binary gas-liquid gas-liquid system was used. For cool- cool- 
ing and heating, heating, liquid hemispherical coolers were utilized. In In 
the the upper part of the orbital module, a liquid liquid propellant engine 
with a correction control system isolated isolated by gimbal gimbal was installed. 

launched the spacecraft 
 mars  mars 1 with a payload of 
893.5 kilograms into a 
Martian trajectory. trajectory. After After 
the spacecraft and the 
fourth stage of the rocket rocket 
were separated, the solar 
panels opened and a stable 
orientation of the space- 
craft craft with respect respect to the 
Sun was maintained. 
However, the telemetered telemetered 
information was discour- 
aging. It revealed revealed that one 

Middle: Middle: Figure Figure 2. 
The Satire Satire Spacecrnjt 

Wif l l  tlw Lander 

Bottom: Figure 3. 
Tlw Lnrrrlch V~hic lc 

Trntrsyorted to the 
L1711rr~h Ptld 

On November 1,1962, the four-stage rocket rocket Soyuz (Figure 3) 3) 1 1 
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of the valves of the gas engines in in the orientation system was leaking. Inevitably, Inevitably, 
this leakage would lead lead to the failure of the spacecraft. In this circumstance, the 
project project managers decided to transfer the spacecraft to gyroscopic stabilization, 
which makes it possible possible to constantly illuminate the solar panels by the Sun. 

EventuaIly, EventuaIly, on March March 21,1963, 21,1963, the transmitters onhoard Mars 1 1 fell silent. The last 
radio contact with the spacecraft was made when it was 106 106 millions millions of kilometers 
from Earth. Nevertheless, during the flight of Mars 1, the data on the characteristics 
of interplanetary space between Earth and Mars at the distance of 1.24 1.24 astronomical 
units were transmitted to Earth. Earth. 

On November 30,1964, 30,1964, the next next spacecraft, Zond 2, designed for for Mars exploration 
was launched in in an interplanetary trajectory. trajectory. In contrast to to Mars 1, the radio system 
on Zond 2 did not include 8-centimeter and meter wavelength range transmitters. 
Six experimental plasma jet engines had been been installed in the spacecraft. With With a 
command from Earth, Earth, they they could be used instead of the gas engines to to control the 
motion of the spacecraft around its its center of gravity. gravity. Unfortunately, Unfortunately, Zond 2 did not not 
fulfill fulfill its its mission because the solar panels did not open entirely. entirely. 
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2.1 Korolev: Tr iumph and Tragedy 
In the late 1950's 1950's and the early 1960's, 1960's, OKB-1, headed by Korolev, made a significant 
contribution to the development of of space technology. technology. For a short period of time, time, the 
following outstanding projects projects were developed and utilized: 

1956-A powerful intercontinental ballistic ballistic rocket rocket was built. built. 
1957-An Earth Earth satellite was launched. 
1959-Lunar 1959-Lunar spacecraft were launched. 
1960-An unmanned spacecraft was launched into an Earth satellite orbit. 
1961-The flight flight of Yuri Gagarin was made. 
1962-The automatic spacecraft Mars 1 1 made the first steps into vast regions regions of 
the space. 

In 1956, after the successful successful completion of the testing of the rocket rocket R-7, designed by 
Korolev Korolev and known in in mass media as Sputnik, the realization of these projects projects gave 
the Soviet Soviet Union the leadership in in space exploration. The legendary R-7 rocket rocket and 
its its modifications were reliable, reliable, powerful, and able to to deliver a payload of 
6,000 kilograms in orbit. 

In addition to the above-mentioned projects, projects, the designers from OKB-1 developed 
military missiles, missiles, communications satellites, reconnaissance satellites, satellites, and remote- 
sensing satellites. Naturally, Naturally, Korolev Korolev and his colleagues were too busy to to concen- concen- 
trate on the main project-a manned flight flight to the Moon. The Lunar project project required 
the design of the powerful rocket rocket N-1, which would be able to launch a payload of 
100 100 tons and a lunar spacecraft into lunar orbit. 

At that that time, the the tremendous tremendous success of the the Soviet Union in in space space exploration exploration put the the 
United States States far behnd. To reestablish the the prestige prestige of the the United United States, President President 
Kennedy Kennedy announced announced a lunar lunar Apollo Apollo project to be a national national priority. The The unprecedented unprecedented 
race between between the the two powerful countries countries began. began. To be able able to to concentrate concentrate on the the lunar 
project, Korolev ordered ordered a number of of interesting interesting projects to be transferred transferred to to other other 
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organizations. organizations. At the the same time, he he was was concerned concerned that that these projects would would be devel- devel- 
oped oped without his his supervision. supervision. The The fact that that these organizations organizations were were headed headed by the the for- 
mer main designers designers of OKB-1 made made him him feel better. 

1 1 Bottom: 
G.N. Bnbnkrn, rrrnirr 
desigrzer desigrzer of of tlrt9 
Lnnochki~l design brcrearc 

D.I. D.I. Kozlov Kozlov moved to Samara (Kuibyshev). He was directed to develop and mod- 
ify the rocket rocket R-7, and the reconnaissance satellites satellites as well. 
In the the town of Miass Miass (in the the Ural Ural mountains), under the the supervision of V.P. 
Makeev, military military missiles missiles were designed. 
In Krasnoyarsk, Krasnoyarsk, a new new design bureau headed by M.V. Reshetnev Reshetnev continued to 
develop communications satellites. satellites. 

Soon Soon these these organizations organizations would become become big institutions institutions and make significant significant contribu- contribu- 
tions tions in space technology. Korolev continued to to design automatic spacecraft spacecraft for for the 
exploration exploration of the Moon, Mars, and Venus. He did not want to to give give up his his dream of 
flights flights to to the other planets, planets, especially especially when victory victory seemed to to be so close. His His faith faith was 
based based on the fact that the new spacecraft spacecraft design successfully successfully corrected corrected all previous previous 
problems problems and mistakes. mistakes. Unfortunately, Unfortunately, his his faith faith was not not justified. Because of the confu- confu- 
sion sion in the technical documentation, documentation, the programs programs of the flights flights had had not not been been per- per- 
formed formed completely. completely. This This negligence negligence was the the result result of the the fact that that the the team team of designers 
was involved involved in in too many many activities activities and could could not not concentrate concentrate on on the the one project. 

In April 1965, Korolev Korolev issued instructions to continue the design of the lunar and 
planetary spacecraft in the Scientific Scientific Production Association Association (NPO), named after after 
S.A. S.A. Lavochkin Lavochkin (Lavochkin design bureau). At At this time, time, the project project was headed by 
G.N Babakin, Babakin, the main designer of the Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau. 

The design team of the Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau had extensive experience in the 
development of automatic aircraft, aircraft, particularly intercontinental ballistic ballistic cruise mis- mis- 
siles and unmanned airplanes. Few Few of these designers had any experience in in the 
design of spacecraft. 

By the end of 1959, Lavochkin Lavochkin had organized a team of 15 young designers who 
were already well well known tor using new techniques and instructed them to to design a 
space aircraft. The The idea idea was that the aircraft aircraft should take off, enter a lunar orbit, orbit, and 
return to land at an airport. Lavochkin Lavochkin told told us, us, "Ths assignment is intricate and 
will will take a lot lot of time. time. That is the the reason why why I I decided to organize the team of 
young designers so you you would have time to to finish the project." project." 

For the project project to to make progress, progress, Lavochkin Lavochkin needed to hire hire more designers. 
Unfortunately, Unfortunately, in in June 1960, after Lavochkin Lavochkin passed away, away, the team was dismissed 
and the the project project for the design of a space aircraft aircraft was discontinued. To continue to be 
employed, the designers from the Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau should recall how to to 
design spacecraft and combine this knowledge with the skills acquired in the design 
of unmanned aircraft. aircraft. Also, they they wanted to to use use the valuable experience of the 
designers of OKB-I. 
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OKB-1 was considered a very very good school school for for the specialists in in systems analysis, analysis, 
and their their experience was invaluable. On the other hand, the design team, team, recently recently 
combined with the engineers from from other organizations, consisted consisted of relatively relatively young 
and inexperienced inexperienced designers. Therefore, Therefore, the qualification qualification of the designers from from the 
Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau, who were considered experts in developing systems with 
strict weight limitations, limitations, was unquestionable. In a few few months, our engineers 
designed the new orbital modules for for the spacecraft spacecraft named Mars and Venus. As As a 
big big surprise to to the designers from from OKB-1, the weight of the orbital module was 
decreased by a couple of tens of kilograms. The OKB-1 specialists did not believe believe 
that would be be possible. possible. 

The first first and last time Korolev visited visited the Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau was in July 
1965. At that time, time, with the help of designers from from OKB-1, we modified the lunar 
and Martian spacecraft. spacecraft. The results of this revision revision were shown on posters that were were 
hung on the walls in in the office of G.N. Babakin. Babakin. We discussed the problems of lunar 
spacecraft. spacecraft. The next lunar spacecraft was to be be launched at the beginning of 1966. 

I I stood close close to the the poster in in which which the Martian spacecraft spacecraft with the lander in the the 
shape of a a plate was shown. In the same poster, poster, the characteristics of the parachute 
landing on the Martian surface were depicted. At At that moment, Korolev and 
Babakin Babakin entered the the office. office. One could see see that Korolev was thinking about some- 
thing quite important to himself. himself. He He came close close to the poster of the Martian space- 
craft craft and thought for for a while. while. After After that, that, with a gloomy gloomy look look and resting his chin on 
his hand, he, he, quietly, quietly, not expecting expecting to be overheard, said, "The "The landing should be 
performed by the engines, without parachutes." In In response, I I timidly reminded 
Korolev Korolev that Mars possesses possesses an atmosphere. Glancing at me, he turned around and 
approached the the table. table. Being the chairman of the meeting, meeting, he he invited everybody to 
take a seat. 

Various experts who represented many organizations participated in in the the meeting: 
Babakin-the Babakin-the main designer of OKB-1, I.N. Lukin-the Lukin-the head of the Lavochkin Lavochkin 
design bureau, V.E. Izhevskiy-deputy to the main designer, designer, I.A. Skrobko-the Skrobko-the lead- 
ing designer of the lunar spacecraft, spacecraft, V.G. Perminov-the leading designer of the the 
Mars and Venus spacecraft, spacecraft, M.I. Tatarintsev-the head of the design bureau, M.K. 
Rozhdestvenskiy-the deputy director of the design bureau in the fields fields of aerody- 
namics namics and thermal control, control, D.K. Brontman-the Brontman-the head of the the design for for systems 
analysis, analysis, R.S. R.S. Kremnyov-the Kremnyov-the secretary secretary of the Communist Party Committee of the 
Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau, and G.Yu. Maksimov-the Maksimov-the head of the department of 
OKB-1 for for the designing of lunar and planetary spacecraft. spacecraft. 

Korolev Korolev spoke briefly. He He emphasized how hard the team team was working on the lunar 
project project and the frustrating mistakes discovered discovered during the flights of the spacecraft. spacecraft. 
In addition, he said that it it is not feasible feasible to continue to to work work in the same manner 
and suggested transferring the promising project project to the Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau. 
His final final remarks are still still in in my memory. memory. He said, "I hand over to you the the most 
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valuable possession-my possession-my dream. I I expect expect you you to to work hard. But if my my faith is is not 
rewarded I'll I'll do as Taras Taras Bulba2 once said: 'I 'I gave you you life and I'll take your life."' 

2.2 C h a l l e n ~ e s  en Route t o  Mars 
The The decision decision was made that that the the engineers from from OKB-1 should finalize finalize the the design of 
the spacecraft spacecraft Venus 2 2 and Venus 3 3 for for planetary exploration with a flyby flyby trajectory trajectory 
and with a lander. lander. Simultaneously, Simultaneously, the engineers from from the Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau 
were directed to design spacecraft for for further planetary exploration. 

Only 1.5 years remained remained until until the next next astronomical astronomical window, window, when the the launch of 
the the spacecraft spacecraft to to Mars Mars would be feasible. feasible. During this this period of time, time, we we were 
instructed to to review review the design of the previous spacecraft, spacecraft, develop a design for a 
new spacecraft, spacecraft, and fabricate fabricate and launch it to to Mars. Naturally, Naturally, we did not not want to 
spend money money on experiments that had already been been done with the spacecraft spacecraft 
Mariner 4. 4. One of the main goals of our project project was not to repeat the experiments of 
Mariner 4. 4. It is worth noting that Mariner 4 4 transmitted only preliminary data to 
Earth Earth from from a flyby flyby trajectory. trajectory. Still a lot lot of efforts efforts would be required to understand 
the origin origin of Mars. Mars. 

At first, we expected that designers from OKB-1 would share their expertise 
with us. Babakin Babakin identified a number of designers from each design team and the 
key key personnel according to their qualifications. Specifically, Specifically, our team was respon- 
sible for for the development of the spacecraft design. Also, Also, we were expected to be be 
familiar with the technological achievements of the main designers in in other 
organizations. 

Soon Soon we concluded that the project and system management structures in OKB-1 
and in the the Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau were fundamentally different. different. Project manage- 
ment responsibility responsibility in in OKB-1 assumed: 

1. Preliminary design and configuration of the spacecraft 

2. Definition Definition of the main systems and their their parameters 

3. Development of the flight flight program and its its rationale 

4. Supervision and management during the the whole flight flight 

The technical technical part of the project project was supervised by the head of the design division. 
The The main designer did not participate in in the the project project development and took took respon- 
sibility sibility only after the divisions of OKB developed and issued the technical technical docu- 
mentation. It was certainly certainly a hierarchic hierarchic management structure. 

Taras Bulba Bulba is a fictitious character in in the novel by by Gogol, Tnras Bulbn. In this this novel, Taras Bulba Bulba kills kills his 
son for betraying the the country. 
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Traditionally, Traditionally, in the Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau, the so-called so-called matrix management 
structure was used. During the development of the preliminary design of the space- 
craft, craft, the main managers of the project project design bureau were temporarily in charge of of 
qualified personnel from other design bureaus. Each professional professional was in in charge of of 
his own system and, as a member of the temporary team, team, participated in the devel- 
opment of the preliminary design. After After the preliminary design was completed, the 
qualified personnel returned to to their their design bureaus and continued to to develop and 
issue technical technical documentation for other systems. From From the beginning of the project, 
the main designer was in charge of technical technical management. 

The previous projects projects developed in OKB-1 and the Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau 
demonstrated the efficiency efficiency of both management structures. We believed believed our system 
to be be more effective effective because, because, for for a long time, time, our team team successfully successfully utilized utilized it, and 
we did not see any reason reason to change. 

Our specialists were successfully successfully completing a training program because in in most 
cases the technical technical approaches were the same as before. before. However, some problems 
were discovered in the operation and attitude control systems of the spacecraft. In 
our previous projects, projects, the operation of the craft during the whole flight flight was accom- accom- 
plished with gyroscopes. Gyroscopes were corrected with the radio system. 

The operation and attitude control of the spacecraft during the whole flight flight was 
maintained with the Sun, star, star, and Earth sensors. Gyroscopes were turned on for for a 
short period of time when the correction of the trajectory trajectory or or the damping of the 
angular velocity velocity of the spacecraft was performed. 

The project project managers did not believe believe that our personnel in the short time span 
would be be able to to comprehend all the nuances of this new design. Therefore, Therefore, they they 
decided that OKB-1 would continue to develop the operational and attitude control 
systems. The results would be transferred to the Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau, where 
they would be be used for for designing spacecraft based on technology technology developed in in the 
Venus Venus 2 2 and Venus Venus 3 3 projects. projects. With With small modifications, modifications, these spacecraft could be 
used used to to measure the parameters of the Martian atmosphere with a flyby flyby trajectory trajectory 
and with a lander if it would replace the scientific scientific module. 

The flyby option did not give any possibility possibility of obtaining new data on the Martian 
atmosphere and was excluded. To study the Martian atmosphere, it it was necessary 
to increase the weight of the lander midsection because the data from from Mariner 4 4 
showed that near the Martian surface, surface, the pressure was less less than 0.09 atmosphere. 
However, the lander developed in in OKB-I was designed for for a pressure of 
0.1-0.3 atmosphere. We tried tried to determine whether it would be feasible feasible to to simulta- 
neously increase the weight of the lander midsection and provide a soft soft landing to to 
the Martian surface. Eventually, Eventually, we decided that the change in the configuration 
and the number of the onboard instruments would not give us the opportunity to to 
increase the the weight of the lander midsection. 
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The specialists from OKB-1 based based this decision decision on a careful careful consideration of this 
problem. The The experts on the temperature control control system suggested that the increase increase 
in in the lander midsection midsection weight could be be achieved if if the gas-liquid temperature 
control control system would be be replaced replaced by a gas-gas gas-gas system. 

However, However, at that time in the Soviet Soviet Union, Union, the thermal vacuum chambers with a 
Sun imitator were not available, available, and the replacement of a reliable reliable system, already 
checked checked in real flight, flight, with a new one was very very risky. Eventually, Eventually, the reconfigura- reconfigura- 
tion tion of the the design of the orbital orbital module was completed. As a result, result, a decrease in the 
thickness thickness of module walls and in in the weight of instrument frames was made. This This 
was utilized utilized to to increase increase the weight of the lander. lander. 

Nevertheless, even after the weight of the lander was increased, its descent with 
the parachute in in the Martian atmosphere took took about 25 25 seconds. Taking Taking into 
account that the rate of transmitting the information from the lander to Earth was 
1 1 bits/sec, this time was definitely insufficient to obtain the reliable data on the 
Martian atmosphere. At the same time, a soft landing on the Martian surface 
would make i t  possible to to significantly increase the time of transmitting informa- 
tion. Unfortunately, because of weight limitations, a soft landing was not feasible. 

Thus the conclusion conclusion was reached reached that that Mars Mars exploration exploration with with a first-generation first-generation space- space- 
craft craft had had no future. future. In October October 1965, the the development development of the the first-generation first-generation spacecraft spacecraft 
was discontinued, discontinued, and the the development development of the the second-generation second-generation spacecraft spacecraft began. began. 

2.3 The Second Generation o f  t h e  Spacecraft  
In l%5, l%5, the the new new powerful powerful two-stage Proton rocket was was launched launched for the the first time. This 
rocket delivered delivered in the the predetermined predetermined orbit orbit a payload payload of more than than 12 tons. This was was 
almost almost twice as much as Molniya, the the recently modified three-stage R-7 R-7 rocket delivered. delivered. 

Simultaneously, Simultaneously, the development of a three-stage three-stage Proton rocket, rocket, which would be 
able to to deliver in orbit a payload of 17-20 tons, tons, was planned. The development of 
the the second-generation spacecraft spacecraft could be be based based on this this launch vehicle. vehicle. It was 
planned that the the new multipurpose spacecraft spacecraft would perform major major experiments 
during the reconnaissance reconnaissance flights. flights. The data obtained would be used to to develop 
more advanced spacecraft, spacecraft, which would allow allow more detailed exploration of inter- 
planetary space and the planets in our solar system. 

Assuming that in 5-7 years the the program of reconnaissance reconnaissance flights flights would be be com- com- 
pleted, I I felt it it was necessary necessary to build a a multipurpose versatile versatile spacecraft spacecraft that 
would be able to simultaneously explore Mars and Venus and solve the scientific scientific 
and technical technical problems that appear during the flight. flight. To reduce production costs, costs, 
decrease decrease the the time time required required for for developing and building the the spacecraft, spacecraft, and enhance 
the probability probability of a successful successful flight, flight, it was planned not not to to make significant significant changes 
in the the design of the the spacecraft spacecraft and its its onboard systems. 
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This This approach approach was was approved by Babakm and required required the the careful selection of of experi- experi- 
ments to be camed out by the future spacecraft. spacecraft. The The ability to transmit transmit a large large quantity quantity 
of information information was analyzed analyzed as well. Soon, because because of effective cooperation cooperation between between 
scientists scientists and designers, designers, the the definition definition of spacecraft spacecraft parameters parameters and the the major objec- 
tives tives of the the flight flight were were successfully successfully completed. completed. This This cooperative cooperative effort reminded reminded one of 
the the ascents ascents of two tightly tightly connected connected hikers hikers to to the top of an unknown steep hill. 

On March March 22,1966, 22,1966, Babakin made the handwritten comments in the proposed docu- 
ment. Simultaneously, Simultaneously, he justified justified the major major issues issues proposed as the cornerstones for 
the successful successful development of the second-generation spacecraft spacecraft for for the exploration 
of Mars and Venus in the period from from 1969 1969 to 1973. These issues included: 

1. The The use use of a three-stage three-stage Proton Proton rocket rocket for for launching the spacecraft spacecraft and booster booster 
block in a predetermined geocentric geocentric orbit. 

2. The use of a descent-flyby descent-flyby and descent-orbital descent-orbital designs in in the flight flight profile profile and 
increase increase of the weight of lander vehicles vehicles to provide a reliable reliable landing and to place place 
scientific scientific instruments on the Martian Martian surface. surface. 

3. The use of a universal propulsion system for for the trajectory trajectory correction and for for the 
launch of the spacecraft spacecraft in the planet's planet's satellite orbit with a pericenter of about 
2,000 kilometers and an apocenter no more than 40,000 kilometers. kilometers. The propul- 
sion sion system was to be designed as a multipurpose module. 

4. 4. The The use use of the flyby flyby orbiter or the the planet's satellite satellite to to retransmit the information 
from from the lander to Earth Earth at a rate about 100 bits/sec. 

5. The transmittal of scientific scientific information from from the spacecraft spacecraft to Earth Earth at a rate of 
about 4,000 bits/sec. 

The following scientific scientific problems were to be solved during the reconnaissance reconnaissance 
flights of the second-generation spacecraft. spacecraft. 

A.The A.The proposed missions missions for for Mars Mars exploration: 
1. To measure the temperature, pressure, pressure, wind's speed, and direction direction on on the the Martian Martian 

surface. surface. To measure the chemical chemical composition of the Martian atmosphere with 
position position reference. reference. It was proposed that in 1969 1969 a lander would be be used to acquire 
a pressure and temperature atmospheric profile. profile. At that time, time, a soft soft landing was 
not not planned. 

2. To perform a soft soft landing at at a chosen chosen site and use use the lander to to obtain obtain images of 
the Martian Martian surface to to study the relief and vegetation. 

3. 3. To measure the parameters of the Martian Martian soil soil (composition, (composition, rigidity, rigidity, and 
temperature). 

4. To measure measure the the radiation radiation and the the intensity intensity of the the magnetic field at at the the Martian Martian surface. 
5. To detect traces traces of microorganisms in the Martian Martian soil. soil. 
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6. To study the Martian upper atmosphere. 
7. To compile a detailed radiothermal map of Mars. 
8. To obtain from from the flyby orbiter the Martian moons' moons' images to define their shape, 

size, size, and albedo. 
9. 9. To get get the images of the Martian surface from from the orbiter to understand the 

nature of "seas" "seas" and "canals" "canals" and to to acquire information on the seasonal changes 
on the Martian surface. 

B. The proposed missions missions for for Venus exploration: 
1. To acquire data on Venus' atmospheric profile profile with altitude reference (tempera- 

ture, ture, pressure, composition, and illumination). 
2. To study the chemical chemical composition of the atmosphere near the surface and to 

detect microorganisms. 
3. To make images of the surface of Venus Venus using the camera installed in in the lander. 
4. To investigate the the aggregation states and the mechanical mechanical properties of the soil. soil. 
5. To study the upper atmosphere. 
6. 6. To compile a detailed radiothermal map. 
7. To get images of Venus using the cameras installed in the orbiter. 
Besides Besides the above-mentioned problems, the spacecraft would study the following 
characteristics of the interplanetary and near planetary space: 

(a) magnetic, magnetic, electrical, electrical, and gravitational fields and the radiation environment 
(b) solar and space radiation 
(c) (c) the meteorite environment 

The launch of the first two spacecraft of the second generation, which were to 
explore Mars from from their their satellite orbit and with the probe device, device, was planned for for 
the nearest launch window in March March 1969. Only 3 3 years remained until this date. 
However, However, we believed believed that under the proper management and supervision, the 
problems could be be solved. 

Taking Taking into account the proposed missions, missions, our specialists started the spacecraft 
design. Unfortunately, Unfortunately, because of the malfunctioning of the temperature control 
system, the spacecraft Venus Venus 2 2 and Venus Venus 3, as they they approached the planet in 
February-March February-March 1966, were not able to to conduct the investigations p l a ~ e d .  

In April April 1966, the government decided that the next next expedition to to Venus would be 
in the following launch window of June 1967. This task seemed to to be too ambitious. 
In 13 months, we were required to develop the new design, fabricate fabricate the spacecraft, spacecraft, 
perform all all testing operations, and launch the spacecraft to to Venus. 

The Soviet Union was also competing with the United States, States, and leaders of our 
country were unwilling to to concede defeat. Now all all efforts efforts were focused focused on building 
the spacecraft for for Venus exploration. 
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The First Version Version of the Preliminary Design 
The exhausting work of building the Venusian Venusian spacecraft was completed. On June 
12,1967, the spacecraft Venus 4 4 was launched into an interplanetary trajectory. trajectory. After 
a short break break for for vacations, vacations, our specialists started to work on a new new project project for for Mars 
exploration, which was scheduled to to start in 1969. 1969. 

The project project was named M-69. Now the launch window to to Mars was only only 20 months 
away. The possibility possibility of postponing the launch of the spacecraft spacecraft until the next next stage 
was not even considered. The designers, encouraged by the successful successful work on the 
Venus Project, were drawn into competition and were consumed with the desire to to 
win. We tried tried to find a way to to restrict restrict the number of proposed missions; missions; however, however, 
the main missions missions planned for for 1969 remained unchanged. The main missions were: 

1. Exploring Exploring Mars Mars with an orbiter 
2. Acquiring data of the Martian atmospheric profile profile with the entry probe 

At that time, time, the designers from from the Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau were developing a 
third-generation spacecraft for for lunar exploration. The primary component of this 
spacecraft was the propulsion system with four spherical fuel fuel tanks connected by 
modules of cylindrical shape. Onboard instruments were located located in in the cylindrical 
modules. The The technical technical documentation for for the fuel fuel tank was already developed, and 
we were looking into industrial opportunities for for its its fabrication. 

For the Martian Martian spacecraft, spacecraft, the engineers proposed the use use of the design of the 
propulsion system, system, which which was already already used used for the lunar spacecraft. spacecraft. Only Only a few mod- mod- 
ifications, ifications, related related to the the installation installation of the modules between between the tanks, tanks, the replace- replace- 
ment of some some instruments, and a change of the the sequence in which which fuel was burned, 
were were suggested. The Martian Martian lander was attached attached to to the spacecraft spacecraft on the the side (Figure (Figure 
4). 4). Exactly at this this place, the the lunar rover rover was attached to the lunar spacecraft. spacecraft. This This con- 
figuration restricted restricted the the use use of the the spacecraft spacecraft for for further flights flights and contradicted 
major instructions. instructions. However, However, it allowed allowed the spacecraft spacecraft to be launched in 1969. 
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In November 1967, Babakin Babakin 
approved the preliminary 
design of Project Project M-69. Two Two 
spacecraft were to be be launched 
with the following purposes: 

Figure Figure 4. 4. To obtain information that can be be used during a soft soft landing on the Martian sur- 
The M-69 Spacecraft face face in 1971 1971 
(First (First Version) 

1. To obtain information on 
interplanetary space 

2. To study the Martian envi- 
ronment 

3. To check check the performance of 
the new onboard systems 
and the reliability reliability of new 
materials used used for building 
the the spacecraft 

It It was proposed that a three-stage three-stage "Proton" "Proton" rocket rocket be used to launch the the spacecraft spacecraft 
and the booster booster block D D in a circular circular orbit with an altitude of 200 kilometers. kilometers. Utilizing Utilizing 
the block D D upper stage and the correction correction braking braking unit of the the propulsion system, system, the the 
spacecraft spacecraft would be transferred to an interplanetary trajectory trajectory in two stages. stages. 

Descent Descent orbital flight flight profiles were chosen. As the Mars encounter is approached, 
the lander would be separated from the spacecraft and the solid solid fuel engine would 
be be used used to to transfer the spacecraft to a trajectory trajectory for for a planetary encounter. The cal- cal- 
culated angle at which the lander should enter the Martian atmosphere was in the 
range of 10-20 degrees. 

During deorbiting, when the speed of the lander in in the Martian atmosphere would 
be decreased to Mach Mach 3.5, 3.5, the parachute deployment would be initiated and data on 
the Martian atmosphere would be transmitted to Earth. The calculated altitude of 
the parachute system deployment would depend on the angle at which the lander 
entered the Martian atmosphere and would vary from 2.2 2.2 to 31.7 31.7 kilometers. In 
accord accord with that, the time time of information transmission would change and vary from from 
30 to 30 to 900 seconds. 

After After the separation from the the lander, the the spacecraft would keep moving in in its its trajec- trajec- 
tory. After After approaching the target point, the correction braking propulsion system 
would transfer a a braking impulse equal to to 1,750 m/sec. Depending on the real real 
height of pericenter of the flyby flyby hyperbolic trajectory, trajectory, the the spacecraft would enter an 
orbit of the Martian satellite with the following parameters: the height of the peri- 
center 2,000 k1.5 k1.5 kilometers, kilometers, the height of apocenter would vary from 13,000 to 
120,000 kilometers, kilometers, period of rotation would vary from from 8.5 to to 12 hours, and the incli- incli- 
nation of the orbit would vary from from 35 to 55 degrees. 
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To prove the reliability reliability of the spacecraft and its its systems, we planned to focus focus our 
efforts efforts on on the following following problems: 

'1. The study of the spacecraft characteristics during flight flight 
2. 2. The study of the aerodynamic characteristics of the lander and the reliability reliability of 

the parachute system during lander deorbiting 
3. To develop techniques for for lander sterilization 
4. To check check the reliability reliability of the elastic elastic nonmetallic membranes designed for for the dis- 

placement of the fuel from the tank 

The feasibility feasibility of long-term storage of the elastic elastic membranes in the fuel tanks had 
already been been tested during the lunar project. project. Naturally, Naturally, the flight time of the 
Martian spacecraft would be much longer. longer. The test test experiments should answer to to 
the question on the reliability reliability of membranes after the long-term storage in the fuel 
tank. The results of these experiments would determine the fate of the project. project. 

3.2 3.2 The Second Version of the Preliminary Design 
As the the proposed study made progress, progress, new new disadvantages of the the chosen chosen spacecraft spacecraft 
configuration were revealed. revealed. During flight, flight, the the moment of inertia inertia of the the spacecraft spacecraft 
would have changed significantly significantly because because the the consumed fuel fuel would change the the cen- cen- 
ter ter of gravity. gravity. This This problem problem prevented us from from making a unified unified adjustment of the the 
control control system. In addition, because because of irregular fuel fuel consumption, the the eccentricity eccentricity of 
the the engine thrust would be increased. increased. As a result, result, there there was a decrease decrease in in the the predict- predict- 
ed ed accuracy accuracy of the the trajectory. At the the same time, time, the the range of angles at which which the lander 
vehicle vehicle might might enter the the Martian atmosphere and limitations limitations on the the time required required for for 
the the spacecraft spacecraft to pass the the target target point would increase. increase. Also, the the temperature control control 
system, which which was designed to provide the the appropriate temperature environment for for 
instruments located located in the the three three isolated isolated modules, modules, was becoming becoming quite complicated. complicated. 

However, a major major problem was discovered during testing of the elastic membranes, 
which were designed for the displacement of the fuel from the tank. Testing Testing of the 
membranes after a few few months of storage showed that sometimes in fracture areas 
they were not hermetically sealed. Because Because of the shortage of time, time, we were unable 
to to find the proper solution that would guarantee reliable reliable sealed membranes. 

We started to to analyze the results of a study that was performed by the team team of 
designers (V.I. Smirnov, Smirnov, A.Y. Fisher, and others). To start the engines in in the weight- 
less less state, they they attempted to develop the the new system, which was composed of the 
main and supply tanks. They suggested that the the lenticular-shaped supply tank with 
the metallic metallic membranes and a valve that regulated the consumption of fuel should 
be placed placed in the main tank. To exclude the bubbles in in the engine, the vacuum 
processed processed fuel fuel from from the supply tanks was used in in starting the engine. Under accel- accel- 
eration, 6-8 6-8 seconds after the engine was started, the fuel was forced forced against the 
bottom of the main tanks, tanks, the bubbles floated up to the surface, and the fuel for for the 
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Figure 5. 
The M-69 Spacecraff 
(Second Version)- 
( I )  parabolic parabolic high-gain 
nntenna, (2)  lander, 
(3)fud tank, (4) solar 
panels, panels, (5) engine, 
(6) nozzles of the the 
nttitude system, 
(7) radiator-cooler, 
(8) z h y o r t s  of the 
photo-teler~ision camera 
(FTU), (9)  module ziiith ziiith 
the the instruments, 
(10) radintor heater, 
(11) omnidirectionnl 
antennn, (12) system of of 
nstro rravigation, and 
(13) automatic inter- 
plor~etary station M-69 

engine started flowing from the main tanks. Unfortunately, this bright idea could 
not be used in the design of an engine consisting of four tanks, because it led led to to an 
unacceptable eccentricity of the engine thrust. 

After considering all all the pros and cons and taking into account the opinion of the 
main designers, Babakin Babakin made an unexpected and risky decision. He decided to dis- 
continue work on the existing design of the spacecraft and to to start developing a a 

new spacecraft design using an engine with supply tanks. At At that point, only 13 13 
months remained until the planned launch date of the spacecraft. 

Surprisingly, the decision of Babakin did not depress the team. On the contrary, it 
seemed that the whole team got new inspiration. The pace of work, although quite 
impressive before, was increased further. In a relatively short time, the new prelimi- 
nary and configuration designs of the spacecraft were developed, and the design 
documents were published. 

Compared with the first version, the changes were crucial. Now the spherical fuel 
tank was located in the center of the spacecraft (Figure 5). An An inner baffle baffle divided the 
fuel tank into two tanks consisting of fuel and oxidizer. The lenticular-shaped supply 
tanks with the metallic membrane and the valve-switch were installed in each tank 
(Figure 5). 5). Two Two hermetically sealed cylindrical-shaped n~odules with the instruments 
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were attached to to the spherical tank. The lander vehicle, vehicle, in in the shape of a headlight, 
was attached to the upper surface of the tank. The number of instruments and their their 
parameters as well well as the flight flight trajectory, excluding the the final final parts, did not change. 

To increase the time of deorbiting of the lander vehicle vehicle on the parachute, it was 
decided not to to separate the lander from from the orbiter at the time when the spacecraft 
was approaching the planet, but to do that when the spacecraft entered the correct- correct- 
ed orbit of an artificial artificial Mars satellite. satellite. Because Because of the increased increased accuracy of the out- 
bound trajectory, trajectory, the error of pericenter definition for for the initial initial orbit of this artificial artificial 
Mars satellite was decreased from from 2,000 to 1,000 kilometers. Simultaneously, the the 
error of the time of flight flight definition was decreased from from k10 minutes to k5 minutes. 
Then the maximum height of the apocenter of the initial initial orbit decreased to 
70,000 kilometers, kilometers, and the the maximum period of rotation decreased to 65 hours. The 
proposed weight of the spacecraft was now 3,834 kilograms. This number included 
the weight of the lander vehicle vehicle (260 kilograms). kilograms). 

The following scientific scientific instruments were to be installed installed on the the spacecraft: 
(a) Magnetometer 
(b) (b) Meteorite detector 
(c) (c) Low-frequency Low-frequency radiation detector 
(d) Charged particles detector 
(e) (e) Cosmic Cosmic ray and radiation belts belts detector 
(f) (f) Spectrometer of low-energy low-energy ions 
(g) Radiometer 
(h) Multichannel gamma spectrometer 
(i) (i) Mass-spectrometer H H and He 
(j) (j) X-ray photometer 
(k) Ultraviolet Ultraviolet photometer 
(1) Infrared Fourier spectrometer 
(m) Three telephotometers with the the focal distances of 35, 50, and 250 millimeters 

To study the Martian atmosphere, it was planned to to install install the gas analyzer and the 
detectors of pressure, density, density, and temperature in the lander. The total total weight of the 
scientific scientific instruments installed on the spacecraft was 99.5 99.5 kilograms. This number 
included the weight of scientific scientific instruments installed in the lander (15 (15 kilograms). 

The preliminary project project required that the first first spacecraft should be launched on on 
March March 24,1969, 24,1969, and the second spacecraft on April April 2,1969. 2,1969. 

The Government Decision Should Be Be Accomplished 
A A joint decree decree of the Communist Party Central Committee of the Soviet Soviet Union Union and the 
Council Council of Ministers Ministers of of the Soviet Soviet Union Union assigned assigned that the spacecraft spacecraft for for Mars Mars explo- explo- 
ration ration should be launched in 1969. To accomplish accomplish this this task, task, the the Commission Commission of the the 
Presidium Presidium of the the Council Council of Ministers Ministers issued issued a a special special Military Military Industrial Resolution Resolution 
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(called (called a VPK Resolution). Resolution). This This resolution resolution defined defined the program and the schedule of 
work of each each organization that was involved in the building of the spacecraft spacecraft and that 

' ' 1 1 performed performed the testing testing operations. The fulfillment fulfillment of the VPK Resolution Resolution was strictly strictly 
controlled. controlled. If it would not not be accomplished, accomplished, we could could be in big trouble. trouble. On the the other other 
hand, its its successful successful completion would be highly highly honored honored and awarded. 

Babakin Babakin clearly clearly understood how delicate the situation was. However, not wanting 
Mrnrster Mrnrster S.A. Ajnnasieu, Ajnnasieu, to to be be in trouble, trouble, he did not consider to propose that the government postpone the 
head ?f the the Ministry of 
the Gelrerrrl illacl~rne launch of the spacecraft to to the next launch window. Recently, while the spacecraft 
Bzirldiirg Venus 4 4 was being being fabricated, he he become become convinced that his his teammates could work 

very efficiently efficiently round the clock and were able to to solve extremely intricate scientific scientific 
and technological technological problems in in a very very short period of time. 

The ability of the team to to work efficiently efficiently was developed by Lavochkin, Lavochkin, who in the 
1950's 1950's hired hired many graduates from the Moscow Moscow State Technical Technical University (also 
known as Bauman Institute) and from the Moscow Moscow and Kazansky Kazansky Aviation Aviation 
Institutes. Since Since that time, time, the young specialists added practical practical experience to their their 
excellent excellent knowledge of theory and became became highly highly qualified professionals. They They set set 
the pace of work and felt felt like like pioneers who discover new worlds. 

However, However, the older generation also worked hard. Routinely, Routinely, very late at night in the 
office of Babakin, Babakin, the project project managers tried tried to find the ways to solve the next next prob- prob- 
lem. lem. Many divisions worked round the clock. clock. The schedule was tough, and it was 
common for for the specialists and main managers to to work at at night. Because Because of the 
shortage of time, time, some jobs were scheduled to be be con~pleted at night, and if a a prob- 
lem lem appeared, it it should be be solved immediately. immediately. The chauffeur of a special special car was 
ordered to to quickly deliver the specialists to to work at nighttime. 

Quite often, often, I I was awakened during the night and was taken to work from a warm 
bed. bed. There were wild wild nights, when problems appeared in several divisions simulta- 
neously. neously. Then, my wife wife worked like like the secretary and by by telephone told told where one 
can could find me. 

Our Minister Minister S.A. Afanasiev, Afanasiev, one of the most talented leaders of the Soviet Soviet Union Union 
industry, helped us a lot. lot. He was the head of the Ministry of the General Machine 
Building, Building, which was in charge of the organizations with more than 1 1 million million 
employees. It was a huge staff. staff. Afanasiev did not like like to procrastinate and made 
decisions quickly. quickly. He realized that to meet the schedule, some problems should be 
solved immediately. Sometimes in in the course of the spacecraft fabrication, fabrication, it was 
necessary necessary to develop a new system or or an instrument in an organization that did not not 
belong belong to to our ministry. ministry. Apparently, Apparently, in in the VPK Resolution, Resolution, the new devices were not not 
mentioned because because the problem appeared after the resolution was issued. 

Naturally, Naturally, the main managers who were not mentioned in the VPK Resolution Resolution did 
not want to be in in charge of new devices. In this situation, Afanasiev Afanasiev carefully carefully con- con- 
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sidered how to to accomplish this task task with the organizations of our ministry. ministry. Only 
after Afanasiev Afanasiev was aware that it was not not feasible, feasible, he asked for for help from from the minis- 
ter ter of another branch. After After his telephone call call and in in spite of the fact fact that our spe- 
cialists cialists were not not very very warmly welcomed by the staff of the other ministries, the job 
was usually finished on schedule. Afanasiev Afanasiev was highly esteemed, and his his request 
was never rejected. rejected. 

Afanasiev Afanasiev had been a big big help in building the different spacecraft systems and 
parts. Learning that the experimental plant could not fabricate the parts of space- 
craft on schedule, he ordered the main managers of the Urals and Siberian plants to to 
manufacture the necessary necessary spacecraft parts according to our technical technical documenta- 
tion tion and to deliver them to the experimental plant. Usually, Usually, the Orenburgskiy plant 
fabricated fabricated the tank units, the Ust-Katavskiy Ust-Katavskiy plant fabricated fabricated the units for for the auto- 
matic matic propulsion system, and the Omskiy plant fabricated the capsules for for landers 
and the apex cover of the rockets. rockets. 

These These plants were well known for their their high high level of technological expertise, expertise, and we 
could could count on them. them. Afanasiev's assistance assistance was not only only limited limited to to the issuing issuing of 
decrees decrees on fabrication fabrication of the the spacecraft spacecraft parts. parts. He knew knew that his his orders might might be handled 
in in different different and not not always appropriate ways. ways. Afanasiev was concerned concerned with with the the com- com- 
plexity of situation situation and at the the same time was was aware that the the failures failures were were unacceptable. unacceptable. 

Therefore, for the the critical period, period, he he delegated delegated to the Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau bureau the the 
main main control control officer of his his ministry, I.N. Fedchenko. Fedchenko. Fedchenko Fedchenko was well known for his 
"dog's "dog's grasp." grasp." Fedchenko Fedchenko took took under his his control control the the Urals Urals and Siberian Siberian plants as well well 
as the experimental experimental plant plant in the Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau. It did not take take a long time time to to 
see the results results of his his efforts. efforts. Soon, Soon, the parts of the spacecraft spacecraft were delivered delivered to the 
experimental experimental plant, plant, and the assemblage assemblage and testing testing of the main systems were begun. begun. 

The The testing testing operations required required that that the the technological decisions decisions were were implemented cor- cor- 
rectly and that that our designers and technicians technicians were were highly highly qualified. qualified. The The cold dumping 
and fire testing testing of the the propulsion propulsion system were were successful. successful. Thermovacuum testing testing of 
the the duplicate spacecraft spacecraft ensured that that the thermal thermal calculations calculations were were made correctly. 

We could not wait until the assembly of the spacecraft would be finalized finalized and vibro- vibro- 
static testing performed. The aircraft, aircraft, developed earlier in the Lavochkin design 
bureau were tested differently, differently, and we were not experienced in the vibration testing 
of big big and heavy craft. 

At that time, our organization organization did not not possess possess the the vibration vibration exciters exciters with the the necessary necessary 
power. power. Therefore, the the vibration vibration testing testing of the the M-69 spacecraft spacecraft was performed performed in in a well- well- 
equipped test facility of Scienhfic Scienhfic Production Production Association Association (NPO) of Machine Machine Building Building 
in in the town of Reutovo. Reutovo. At the beginning beginning of testing, testing, all systems performed performed well. well. 
However, However, in a short time, the the vibration vibration of the modules with the the scientific scientific instruments, instruments, 
accompanied accompanied by an unbelievable unbelievable noise, started to increase increase dramatically. dramatically. It seemed that 
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the the modules would fall off. Eventually, the critical part of the the test was completed. 
Nevertheless, Nevertheless, the modules did not not collapse. collapse. Then, Then, the noise noise evolved evolved into a high-pitch high-pitch 
whistle, whistle, the spacecraft spacecraft became became almost almost motionless, motionless, and one could could not not observe any sign sign 
of vibration. vibration. 

In this normal working environment as if on a magic command, the brackets hold- 
ing the micro-engines micro-engines for for the orientation system started to fall off on the floor floor one 
after another like like ripe prunes. One glance at the fracture area was enough to know 
the cause of the destruction. A A fatigued metal metal strip caused the problem. Perhaps the the 
designer had missed out in the college college lectures and practical practical training on this subject. subject. 
To avoid the destruction of the brackets, brackets, it it was important to to increase the radius of 
the strip and to to refine refine it. 

Further Further testing testing operations caused caused no problems. problems. The The head of the materials materials strength 
division, division, Kh.S. Bleikh, was satisfied. satisfied. His His colleagues colleagues passed passed the the exam exam with with a grade of A. 
The The vibration vibration testing testing of the the duplicate spacecraft spacecraft was was performed performed without the the lander. lander. At 
that time, the the development of the lander design was discontinued because because the the weight 
of the spacecraft spacecraft construction construction and onboard instruments exceeded exceeded the acceptable acceptable limits. limits. 
In addition, we did not not have enough energy energy and time time to continue the the labor-intensive labor-intensive 
balloon balloon testing testing of the the parachute system designed designed for the the lander lander to descend. 

The Earth-based Earth-based testing operations were for for most part completed, and the fabrica- fabrica- 
tion tion of the spacecraft systems would be finished soon. Now, as soon as the fabrica- fabrica- 
tion tion of onboard instruments was completed and they were delivered to the 
Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau, the spacecraft would be be launched. 

3.4 3.4 The Onboard Instruments of Spacecraft M-69 
The body of the spacecraft is is its its mechanical design, and the soul of the spacecraft is 
its instruments and systems. 

The brain of the spacecraft is is its its control system. It directs the spacecraft to the pre- pre- 
determined position in space and holds it in this position while the engines work. 
Besides Besides that, the control system measures the thrust impulse, and after the space- 
craft achieves a predetermined speed, it executes the command to to turn it off. off. To 
deliver the spacecraft to to the planet, the control system should have a high precision. precision. 

The attitude system serves as the eyes of the spacecraft. The spacecraft instruments 
have to be able to to watch the Sun and to to be able to find, among the billions billions of stars, 
the only one that matters, Canopus. 

At At the same time, time, these these instruments should not lose lose sight of Earth, Earth, which which at the the dis- dis- 
tance tance of tens tens of thousands of kilometers kilometers appears to be a bright bright star. star. The The attitude system system 
should be able to maintain maintain the basic reference reference system with with a high high degree of accuracy. 
Based on this reference reference system, system, the control control system will be able to to perform perform its its functions. functions. 
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The radiotelemetry system performs the function of the tongue and ears of the 

spacecraft. It receives and transmits to the spacecraft the commands from Earth. At 

the same time, it it receives the information from the spacecraft systems and transmits 
it it back to Earth. In In addition, the radio telemetry system measures the radial distance 
and the speed of the spacecraft. The Earth-based facility allows one to define the 
position of the spacecraft in space. 

The power supply system serves as the blood circulatory system of the spacecraft. It 

transfers the Sun's rays into the electrical power that supplies all of the spacecraft 

systems on board. 

The propulsion system performs as the legs of the spacecraft. Pushing away the 
gases discharged from the engine nozzle, the propulsion system provides the space- 

craft with the opportunity to move in in space. 

The fur coat of the spacecraft is its screen-vacuum thermo-insulation system. It pro- 

tects the spacecraft from the Sun's heat and controls its temperature in in extremely cool cool 
interplanetary space. The temperature control system keeps the temperature of the 
spacecraft and its instruments in the predetermined range. If the temperature in in the 
module decreases, the temperature control system, by by converting the Sun's heat into 

the electrical power, will will increase it. If onboard instruments are overheated, the tem- 

perature control system will discharge the unnecessary heat into interplanetary space. 

New significantly advanced, compared to the first-generation spacecraft, multipur- 

pose board systems with improved technical characteristics were developed for the 
M-69 M-69 spacecraft. After acquiring expertise in the design of the control and orienta- 
tion systems for the Venus 4 4 spacecraft, our specialists began the development of 
these systems for the M-69 M-69 spacecraft. 

The head of the division, S.D. Kulikov (now the main designer and executive direc- 

tor of the Lavochkin design bureau), was ordered to develop the control system. 

The control system included the gyros that were composed of two free gimbals for 

measuring the normal velocity, velocity, a gyroscope to measure the longitudinal accelera- 
tion, sensors to measure the angular velocities, the unit for amplifying the signal, 
the logic unit, and the operational tools. Gyroscopes were developed in in the 
Scientific Research Institute of the Applied Mechanics, which was headed by by 

Academician V.1 Kuznetsov. The system provided the attitude stabilization of the 

spacecraft in the active periods of interplanetary flight as well as after separating 

from the booster block block D and entering the interplanetary trajectory. 

The head of the division, AS.  Demekhin, was in charge of the development of the 
attitude conti-01 system. It was quite different from the attitude control system of the 
first-generation spacecraft, in which the Sun and star combined sensor, with a field 
of view of a littIe more than a hemisphere, was used. The presence of any objects in 
the hemisphere was forbidden because they could reflect sunlight to the quartz 
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spherical hood of the device. device. As a result, a star sensor, sensor, whose optical tube could be be 
in in any position in the spherical belt belt of f15 f15 degrees width, can fail. fail. For the same rea- rea- 
son, it was not feasible feasible to to install install a duplicate sensor in in the spacecraft. 

Apparently, Apparently, the ability ability of the spacecraft spacecraft to function function properly properly depended entirely entirely on the 
working capacity capacity of of one device. device. Demekhin Demekhin suggested suggested separating the the Sun and the the star 
sensors. sensors. Now the the tube tube of the the star sensor sensor could could move move only only in a solid solid angle angle within within 
k5 degrees, degrees, and protection protection from from the sunlight patches patches would be simplified. simplified. In addition, 
the number of the forbidden areas where the star sensor sensor cannot perform perform in in the planet's planet's 
satellite satellite orbit orbit would be reduced, and the the opportunity to fabricate fabricate the duplicate sensors sensors 
would be possible. possible. The The system system used used two Sun sensors sensors with a permanent orientation, orientation, 
two Sun sensors with a a precise precise orientation, orientation, two star sensors, sensors, one Earth Earth sensor, sensor, and one 
Mars sensor. sensor. The Sun and star sensors were developed in in the Central Central Design Design Bureau 
(TsKB) Geophysics, Geophysics, which which belonged belonged to the Ministry Ministry of Defense and and had had extensive extensive 
experience experience in in the fabrication fabrication of optical optical instruments with with a high high degree of accuracy. 

The specialists from TsKB Geophysics clearly clearly understood that it it was extremely diffi- diffi- 
cult to fabricate the variety of optical optical instruments in in less less than 1 1 year. year. Therefore, Therefore, they they 
attempted to to simplify the design using the decisions checked checked before. before. These inten- 
tions were not welcomed by Demekhin, who required the accomplishment of the 
predetermined technical technical instructions. 

The problems of transmitting the control commands from from the Sun sensor were dis- 
cussed and argued for for a long time. time. In accord accord with the technical technical assignment, the Sun 
sensor should have a few zones. While, While, because of the short-term insertion of the 
micro-engine, micro-engine, the Sun moved to the edge of the sensor and passed over a few zones, 
the sensor would generate the signal to relocate relocate the spacecraft to to a position where 
the Sun would return to to the center of the sensor. sensor. It was expected that, while the Sun 
moves to to the center of the sensor, sensor, the signal would be be generated only after the Sun 
moves through several zones. If this design works, the requirements for for the attitude 
system would be be reduced. 

To simpllfy simpllfy the design, design, the specialists specialists from from TsKB Geophysics proposed decreasing the 
number of zones in in the Sun sensor. sensor. With that, that, the signal signal generated after after the insertion insertion 
of the micro-engine micro-engine wouId wouId appear independently of the direction direction of the Sun's Sun's move- move- 
ment. An extended discussion discussion was finished finished only after after Babakin became became involved. He 
convinced convinced the directors from from TsKB Geophysics Geophysics that our requests requests should be completed. 
At At that time, time, TsKB Geophysics was overloaded with orders to develop the optical optical 
instruments. To facilitate facilitate their their schedule, the Ministry Ministry of Defense Defense transferred transferred the devel- devel- 
opment of the Earth Earth sensor in 'Kiev to to the Central Central Design Design Bureau Bureau (TsKB) Arsenal. 

At that time, time, the jobs jobs performed under the VPK Resolution Resolution were not covered by the 
contract. After After the completion of the job, the contractor should send the bill to the 
organization that proposed the job. TsKB Geophysics sent us a bill for for 300,000 300,000 rubles 
for the deveIopment and fabrication of the set of extremely intricate optical instru- 
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ments. Simultaneously, Simultaneously, TsKB Arsenal Arsenal asked us to to pay pay 3 3 million million rubles for one opti- 
cal sensor with a more more simple design! Naturally, Naturally, I I was outraged with this attitude of 
robbery. robbery. 

But our main business manager, manager, F.I. Mitelman, Mitelman, made the philosophical philosophical remark: 
"Everything is clear. clear. The Geophysics Bureau Bureau has plenty of jobs and put their real real 
expenses in the bill for for each job. However, However, the number of jobs in TsKB Arsenal was 
limited limited and their managers put in our bills bills all all their spending costs. costs. We will will not be 
able to prove anything. Calm down and send them the check." Such was the ugly ugly 
reality reality of Soviet Soviet economics. economics. 

The major major elements of the attitude system were the micro-engines micro-engines that worked on 
high-pressure nitrogen. The requirements applied to to them were harsh. It was 
expected expected that after after a half a million million insertions, insertions, the micro-engines micro-engines would maintain 
their their characteristics characteristics and would produce the thrust impulses within specified specified limits limits 
of the leading and trailing edges of the the front. The The study showed that the characteris- 
tics tics of the micro-engines micro-engines could be maintained if a metallic metallic gasket was used in in the 
valve. valve. The development of the micro-engines micro-engines was assigned to the Central Scientific Scientific 
Research Research Institute of the Fuel Fuel Automatics (TsNII TA), which belonged belonged to the 
Ministry Ministry of the Automobile Industry and was located located in in Leningrad. 

The The enthusiastic professional professional and head of the department in in TsNII TA, A.V 
Presnyakov, Presnyakov, was in charge of this this project. project. The specialists specialists from from TsNII TA were not not 
afraid that the micro-engines micro-engines were expected to be inserted many thousands of times. 
In automobile designs, designs, even millions of engine insertions are a common occurrence. occurrence. 
Soon Soon the technological technological instructions were developed, and the the set of the micro- micro- 
engines was fabricated. The The test test experiments showed that the micro-engines micro-engines were in in 
compliance with our requirements. 

Thereafter, Thereafter, TsNII TA transferred the technological technological documentation for for the fabrication fabrication 
of the micro-engines micro-engines to the experimental plant of the Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau. The 
first set of micro-engines micro-engines fabricated fabricated and assembled in in the experimental plant was in in 
compliance with all all requirements, except except one major major point. After After a few few thousand 
insertions, insertions, the hermetical hermetical seal seal of the double valves were destroyed. As As a result, result, dur- 
ing a long long space flight, flight, the nitrogen retained retained in the attitude system could be vented. 

The specialists specialists from from TsNII TA believed believed that the thin layer layer of grease over over the valve 
plate plate could not be the the reason reason of the the flaw flaw that was discovered, and they they delegated 
their their technician technician to to our organization. Upon arrival, the technician technician commented on the 
good good quality of the valve surface, surface, degreased the plate surface of the valve, valve, pulled 
out of his pocket pocket a wooden beech board, board, covered covered it it with tracing paper, paper, and rubbed 
with the plate against it. it. After After this procedure, an almost undetectable grease layer layer 
remained on the plate. plate. Micro-engines Micro-engines assembled according to this technological technological 
process process worked perfectly, perfectly, proving once again the correctness of the Russian Russian provcrb 
"A good master does good work." work." 
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The The radiotelemetry radiotelemetry system was developed in the the Central Central Scientific Research Institute Institute 
of the the Space Space Instruments Development Development (NII (NII KP) under the the supervision of MS. 
Ryasanskiy, the main main designer and correspondent member member of the Academy Academy of 
Sciences Sciences of the Soviet Soviet Union. Union. The radiotelemetry system consisted consisted of: 

1. The The transponder-receiver, transponder-receiver, which which worked worked in the the frequency frequency band band 790-940 MHz. It was was 
designed designed to to receive radio commands, commands, to to measure measure the the radial radial distance distance and velocity, 
and to transfer transfer the the telemetry telemetry data. The The onboard transponder operated at 100 100 watts 
of power, and data were were transmitted transmitted at a rate of 128 128 bits/sec. bits/sec. 

2. 2. The impulse transmitter, which worked at at a frequency of 6 6 GHz. It was designed 
to to transmit images of the Martian surface to Earth. The transmitter operated at a 
power of 25 kilowatts, and data were transmitted at a a rate of 6,000 bitslsec. 

3. 3. The telemetry system, designed with 500 channels to provide the data from from the 
onboard systems. 

4. The antenna unit, unit, which included three low-gain antennas in in the decimeter band, 
a high-gain antenna with a diameter of 2.8 meters for for the decimeter, decimeter, and centime- 
ter ter bands and other parts. 

The antenna system was developed and fabricated in the Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau 
according to technical technical documentation of NII W h e  total total weight of the 
radiotelemetry system, incIuding the antenna unit, was 212 kilograms. In addition 
to the radiotelemetry system, NII KP developed a camera (FTU) (FTU) for acquiring the 
images of the Martian surface. This intricate and clever device consisted of: of: 

1. A A film film bobbin, bobbin, whose sensitivity was artificially artificially reduced to to avoid exposure to to 
radiation 

2. A A unit designed to restore the film film sensitivity 
3. A A unit for film film processing 
4. A A unit for for exposure 
5. A A data encoder 

It It is is worth noting that in spite of the complex design, the FTU worked perfectly. perfectly. 
Each device could store 160 160 images. Each image was made with 1,024 x x 1,024 pixels. pixels. 

The power system was developed in the Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau under the super- 
vision of N.F. N.F. Myasnikov, Myasnikov, who was the head of the department. The power was pro- pro- 
vided by solar panels with an area of 7 7 square meters, which which was designed in in the 
Scientific Scientific Research Research Institute of Current under the supervision of N.S. Lidorenko, Lidorenko, the 
director, director, main designer, designer, and corresponding member of the Academy of Sciences Sciences of 
the Soviet Union. Union. The system included a hermetically sealed cadmium-nickel bat- 
tery with a capacity of 110 amp hours. This battery was designed by the Scientific Scientific 
Research Research Institute of the Battery Battery in Leningrad. 
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The development of the I'rojc,ct bl-6') systems was based on recent technical 

achievemcnts, However, the data processing system designed for the processing of 

scientitic intormation [\.as more advanced. This system was developed at N1'0 

under the ~ u p ~ r v i s i o n  of G.Ya. G.Ya. Cuskov, the director, main designer, and correspon- 

ding mc1nbc.1- of the Academy of Sciences of the Soviet Union. Cuskov was in in 

charge ot A A tcu~n ot young ‘inti ‘inti very energetic engineers. 

The The Guskov N1'0 was loc'itcd in the the town of Zelenopcl, which which at th'it time time was the the ccn- 

ter of a rapidly rapidly developing Soviet Soviet electronic electronic uiclustq~. By using '1 specidl specidl technology, technology, 

~vliich in the) the) Institutes Institutes of of Microelectronics Microelectronics w'is not not yet fully fully clevcloped, clevcloped, the the N1'0 proviclcd 

'1 significant significant brcaktlirough in science science and tecluiology. tecluiology. In In addition to the the data acquisition, 

the svstem rvcis able able to program the the scientific scientific instruments and to process process and compress 

the the data trmsmittcd from from the the instruments. The system ~veighed onlv 11 kilograms. kilograms. 

l<vas,inskiv l<vas,inskiv did not want to haire '1 competitor who had access to to advanced tc~chnol- 

ogy and therefore could push him out ot important developments developments in in space explo- 

ration. He ciskccl Bab'ikin, Bab'ikin, with whom he had close pcmonal rc.lations, rc.lations, not to to involve 

Guskov in in thC clevelopnient of interplanetary spacecraft. For a a while thereafter, 

everything ~ v ~ s  calm. But as the sciv, sciv, ''Yw ''Yw cannot hide a needle in in the h'iystack." 

At At one of the meetings, the rcprcscntatiw of the Institute ot Space Research Research mentioncci mentioncci 

tli,it LLIS~OV ~w'is ~ t~ve lop ing  a systelii for for processing scientific scientific data. Iiyasanskiy started 

to to Lvorr! ,inti ,inti ,ifter ,ifter the meeting ;~pproacliecl Babakin Babakin and sciicl, "Gem-gy, "Gem-gy, you pron~iscd 

me that Guskov wo~rld not not be be in\,olvecl in\,olvecl in this job." Babakin Babakin responded cunningly, 

"Don't worry, worry, Misha; he is only involved writh tlic tlic cievelopmcnt of a a small block." 

Although official official ideologv dlcvavs dlcvavs rejected tough competition between the institutes 

'ind 'ind the design bure,iu, in technical circles i t  always existed. Being Being a young sp~ci'ilist, 

I I dcsignt.cl dcsignt.cl a a high-quality air regulator for pressurization ot the f~lel tanks, which \\,as 

installed in the LA-2.50A airplane. G.1. G.1. Voronin, Voronin, ~ v h o  was tlie tlie main designer ot OKB-  

124, 124, which developed parts tor airplcincs, learned about mv device. To be a b k  to to use 

advanced technologicdl solutions, he delegated to to S.A. Lavoclikin, the head of t l ~ >  

department, cincl instructect him to lcarn about the design of tlie tlie air regulatur. 

The leader of mv clepartment, N.N Gorshkov, gave me '1 Ictter from G.1. Voronin, 

enctorsecl enctorsecl bv S.A. Lavoclikin, and s'iid, s'iid, "Semcn Alekseevich asked you to to givt. him 
intormation but to to do i t  in in sucli a a rvav rvav t l i ~ t  he would not be ,ible to to learn anvtliing." 

I t  was mv iirst vivid example of direct competition bet~veen tn;o organizationi of 

tht. s'ime s'ime ministry. 

3.5 3.5 The The Beginning and End of Project M-69 
At the, the, c v c i  ot thc. third qu~u-ter of lClhS, we were quite behind scheclule in in the dcvcl- 

q 7 1 m a i t  of systems and parts of the spacecraft spacecraft and their fabric'ition. This trend trend had 

tcr tw changed immediatelv, because. because. otht.rwisc> tlic tlic launch of thc spacccrai~ to h/I;~!-s 
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would inevitably be be postponed until 1971. 1971. Thc c ~ n i p l ~ t i o n  of th15 th15 task was impor- 

tant from both scientific and political points of view. 

As i t  was commonlv practiced at that timc, timc, cniploycc mcetings nicw hc.lct to boost boost 

morale and to accomplish thc task task at hand. I f  the the decisions of thy c~mplo\~c.c~ nwctings 

werc not not tultilled, i t  would probably not not havc any serious serious cotwc>quc.nct3s. I I Io~vcw~r, i t  

the resolution of thv Communist Party Party meeting was not not f ~ ~ l f i l l ~ c l ,  in tl-w hc,st-cat hc,st-cat sccb- 

nario, one. would be penali~cd by the the Irciclcrs of the. the. ('olnniunist Party. Party. In thc. ~ io rs t -  

case scenario, the head head of organization might be be elimin,itcd elimin,itcd from from thc I'arty and mowd 

to a lower level level position. 

After the Communist I'artv I'artv meetings, thc managers of a11 Icvcls Icvcls focuscd tlwir efforts 

on the cornplrtion Projpct Projpct M-69. M-69. It should be mcmtioncd mcmtioncd that thc. cmplovce nit>rtings 

were useful and made people work hard. t\ftc.r thesc meetings, most ot thc engi- 

neers, technicians, and workers wcrv ,inxioils to conipletc tlic tlic job and to Liunch Liunch thcx 

spaccu-raft spaccu-raft on schedule. 7 . h ~  specialists from design burcaus cvcv-rB working round thc. 

cltxk, sleeping only for for a a few few hours a day at their workplacc~ un folding bcds. The The 
local local cafeteria was ordercd to stay open 24 24 hours '1 day and provide frw mcals to the. 

employees. In spite of the overwhelming overwhelming work effort, no propc.r co~npcns~ition Lvas 

provided. The The pcoplc's enthusiasm enthusiasm was cons i~ l~wd  to 1 ~ 1  thcl major driving forcc. forcc. 

'['he Communist Partv Central Com~nittec was rather rather conccmcd ~vi th falling bchinct 

the work schedule and thc. potential failure to achiew thcl poli t i~~il fio.ils. I t  w'is 

decided to to monitor the progress of work 011 I'roject V1 09 o n  the ~vcc.kl\, basis. ffccicts ffccicts 

of organizations who h'id not accomplishrd their goals o n  timv wcrc callcci on for for 

r.xplanations. Thc blacklist of unctc~rpcrfornir wcis compilcd hclorc, thC meeting. \I1c 

uncicrstood the pressures imposed on the heads of thosc organiz'itions. If we wcrc 

certain that they would complctcly fulfill their orders for for onboard equipment, equipment, we 

would not include them on the blacklist. 

This strategy corrected the situation. 'l'hc first sets sets of the onboard instruments were were 

delivered to the 1-avochkin 1-avochkin design bureau and to to thc Institute Institute of Spcct liesearch. 

The control and attitude systems startcd to to be tested, and the asscmblv of the first 

spacecraft began. The equipment equipment for for the sccnnd spaccucift was cic~li\~cred with 

approximately a I-month clday. Finally, Finally, after tcsting in tht. Institute of Space 

Kcsearch, thc mcdulc~ with thc. scientific instruments instruments 'ind the. the. data processing system 

was delivcrrd. E.M. Vxilicv, wlio was tht. head of the ctep,irtnirnt in the Inbtitute o t  

Space Research, handed i t  c)ver c)ver to to thc 1,avochkin 1,avochkin design design bureau on 11t~cc.mhc~r 11t~cc.mhc~r 31, 
1968, at 11:OO p.m. 

In tht, tht, micicitc. of the, January 1960, thc tcsting of the first first s p a ~ c c r ~ ~ f t  ,lnd ,lnd the aswnbly 

of the second spacecraft werc cornplctcct. cornplctcct. Thcl timc t h ~ t  rem,iintd until the launching 
date was limited. That was why the dccision was made made t h ~ t  the> the> plant and ground 

stages of the twting operations of the powu system would be combined for for thc sec- sec- 

ond spacecraft. Both spaccu-aft were sent to thc. Haikonur Haikonur I'tunch complex. 

The 01ff1cuIt 01ff1cuIt Road to Mars 
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However, However, Mars, Mars, which which did not not want to to open its its secrets secrets to to humanity, tested tested the the team team 
that prepared the the spacecraft spacecraft for launching. At the end of February, February, during the the 
launch operations, the powerful N-1 rocket rocket blew blew up. The strong explosion explosion blew blew out 
the windows in all all the hotels. hotels. The weather was extremely extremely cold, cold, the temperature out- 
side was -30 degrees Celsius, Celsius, and the central heating system immediately became became 
frozen. Windows were were installed, installed, but it was not not possible possible to replace replace the damaged 
pipes and radiators of the central heating system. The electrical electrical heaters that were 
provided for each each hotel hotel room room could keep the temperature only only a little little above zero. zero. 
Nevertheless, Nevertheless, people did not not give give up and continued to to work work to to prepare the the space- 
craft craft for launch. I t  was a real real challenge! challenge! 

On March March 27,1969, the first first spacecraft spacecraft was launched. The loud speakers announced, 
"The "The flight flight is is proceeding normally. normally. The pitching, pitching, yawing, and rotation are within 
the the standard limits. limits. The The first first stage is separated, the the apex apex cover cover is separated, the sec- sec- 
ond stage is is separated, the the flight flight is normal." normal." 

After After a minute, minute, the speakers fell silent. silent. Thereafter, Thereafter, we heard, heard, "No signal." signal." After After the 
explosion explosion of the the third third stage of the the rocket, the the flight flight was finished. finished. The The remains remains of the the 
spacecraft spacecraft had fallen fallen in the the Altai mountains. 

In In April April 2,1969, 2,1969, the second spacecraft spacecraft was launched. After After the rocket rocket lifted lifted off, a 
steam of black smoke appeared in the right engine. A few seconds passed, and an 
explosion explosion occurred. The The rocket rocket was transformed into a dense, luminous bright bright mass 
of fire. fire. Everything was finished. 
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The Optional Routes to Mars 
The year 1971 was one of conjunction, when Earth and Mars were at a minimum 
distance from each other. other. That happens once in in 15 to 17 years and is is a a very favor- favor- 
able time for for Mars observation and for interplanetary flights as well. well. During these 
years, minimum power is required to to deliver the spacecraft to to Mars, Mars, and, conse- conse- 
quently, quently, a heavier spacecraft can can be launched on an interplanetary trajectory. trajectory. 

In 1969, i f  the launch of of the M-69 spacecraft had been been successful, successful, we would have 
acquired detailed data on the Martian ephemeris and on atmosphere pressure near 
the Martian surface. We intended to to use these data in 1971 1971 to to make a soft soft landing on 
Mars, 

The unsuccessful launches of the M-69 spacecraft put us us in in difficult difficult position. We 
could postpone the program until until 1971 and undertake Mars exploration from a 
satellite orbit and with an entry probe. In In this case, case, we would repeat the program 
initially initially planned for the M-69 spacecraft. Thereafter, Thereafter, in in 1973, we could launch a 
spacecraft, consisting of an orbiter and a lander, lander, to Mars. 

It It was proposed that after a soft soft landing, the lander would make a scientific scientific explo- explo- 
ration of the  martian  martian surface. After After careful consideration, a delay of the program was 
abandoned. This This decision was made because, because, in in 1973, the power required for for launch- 
ing the spacecraft had to to be increased, increased, and as a result, result, one rocket rocket would not be be able 
to to launch both both an orbiter and a lander to to Mars. Mars. Launching an orbiter and a lander 
separately would be very expensive and intricate and would require four launches. 

Eventually, Eventually, the appropriate decision was made. The main point was that three 
spacecraft should be launched to Mars in in 1971. 1971. A spacecraft with a very large sup- 
ply ply of fuel fuel and the maximum amount of scientific scientific instruments on board board should be 
launched first. This This particular spacecraft would reach reach Mars significantly significantly earlier than 
the next next two and would be placed placed in a Mars satellite orbit. Also, it would serve as a 
radar beacon beacon for for the second and third spacecraft. 
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The measurements made by by the orbiter on its outbound trajectory would allow for 
the exact determination of the position of the planet. In addition, it would be possi- 
ble ble to eliminate the error caused by the lack lack of a precise Martian ephemeris and to 
precisely define the entrance corridor in which the lander enters the Martian 
atmosphere. 

This proposal was accepted because it it would define the appropriate angle at which 
the lander would enter the Martian atmosphere and would provide the opportunity 
to to launch the first satellite to to Mars before the United States would launch their 
Mariner spacecraft. 

At At the end of May 1969, 1969, M.V. Keldysh, the President of Academy of Sciences of the 
Soviet Union, led led a meeting at which our proposal to to launch three Martian space- 
craft was discussed. As usual, the meeting was not conducted in in a a building of the 
Presidium of Academy of Sciences of the Soviet Union. Keldysh held it it in his small 
and cozy office office in the Institute of Applied Mathematics located in in Miusskaya 
Square. The number of participants was limited and included G.A. Tyulin, the first 
deputy-Minister of the Ministry of General Machine Building, E N .  Bogomolov, Bogomolov, rep- 
resentative of the Ministry of General Machine Building, Academicjan A.P. 
Vinogradov, Yu.A. Surkov, the representative of the Institute of Geochemistry, V.I. V.I. 
Moroz and E.M. E.M. Vasiliev, representatives of the Institute of Space Research, MS. 
Ryasanskiy and Yu.F. ~Makarov, representatives of NII KP, M.Ya. Marov, Marov, representa- 
tive of the Institute of Applied Mathematics, and G.N. Babakin Babakin and V.G. Perminov, 
representatives of the Lavochkin design bureau. 

Keldysh was the main driving force of all space programs in the Soviet Union. He 
participated in each meeting vital to the space program. Keldysh cherished Babakin, Babakin, 
who for a short period of time became very successful in in the exploration of the 
Moon and Venus. Venus. Keldysh believed in his talent and supported his daring projects. 
After careful and detailed consideration, our project was approved. At the end of 
meeting, Ryasanskiy addressed the audience. He suggested that efforts of specialists 
be focused and that costly resources be avoided. In his view, view, to to process the scientific 
data, the telemetry unit in the radiotelemetry system should replace the telemetry 
system developed by by Guskov for the M-69 M-69 spacecraft. 

At At first glance, this idea seemed to to be reasonable, and the participants of the meet- 
ing approved it. That was because no one except Babakin, Vasiliev, and myself myself was 
aware of the characteristics and operational functions of this system. Only Babakin 
could defend the Guskov system, but he kept silent. Technical progress was sacri- 
ficed ficed because of his friendship with Ryasanskiy. 

4.2 The Decision Is Made: The Search Continues 
I f  the first M-71s spacecraft could be launched ahead of schedule, about 
800 kilograms of fuel was needed for its tanks. The current spherical tank designed 



for for the M-69 spacecraft needed to be upgraded because the increased amount of fuel fuel 
could not be placed there. There were two solutions regarding how to to increase the 
volume of the fuel tank: 

1. Increase Increase the diameter of the tank or 
2. Insert two circular plugs in the the current tank so that it will acquire the the shape of 

an egg 

Neither solution was very attractive. The fuel fuel tank was a major major part of the space- 
craft. Modules with instruments and other parts were attached to it. If the design of 
the tank was changed, the design of the spacecraft should be changed as well. In 
addition, to to be sure that the changes in in the design are made correctly, correctly, Earth-based 
testing operations must be conducted. 

However, considering the large amount of future modifications, it it was unreason- 
able to maintain the design of the hermetically sealed cylindrical modules with 
the instruments developed for spacecraft M-69. Naturally, we had a lot of trouble 
with them during the electrical-radio-technical testing operations. If If any unit 
stopped performing, the whole onboard cable network had to be be disconnected 
from the hermetically sealed sockets and the frame with instruments had to to be 
removed from the module. If If the frame had been located away from the space- 
craft, the access to to the instruments would have been been excellent. However, after test- 
ing or replacing the device, the frame with the instruments had to to be placed back 
in in the hermetically sealed module. The cable network should be connected to to the 
hermetically sealed sockets, and all autonomous testing operations should be 
repeated. These procedures led led to to a great waste of time and to to the appearance of 
hidden flaws. 

After After considering all all the pros and cons, cons, we decided to to modify modify the configuration 
design of the spacecraft again. Several designers were challenged to to find the best best 
solutions. B.N. Martynov, Martynov, the head of the design division, and I I very carefully carefully ana- 
lyzed the proposals and, if negative points were revealed, rejected rejected them. Eventually, Eventually, 
we approved the configuration design of the spacecraft proposed by a young 
designer, V.A. Asyushkin (now he he is the main designer of the booster booster rocket rocket Fregat). 

The configuration of the spacecraft was in complete accord accord with the major major instruc- 
tions. tions. To achieve the different tasks, tasks, the spacecraft could be easily easily modified without 
changes in in the main design. The propulsion unit was the major major element of the 
spacecraft. It was composed of a separate module with a cylindrical fuel tank. The 
fuel tank was divided into two tanks consisting of fuel and oxidizer. oxidizer. With With a gimbal, 
the engine was mounted to the lower surface of the tank. The solar panels, the high- 
gain antenna, and the radiators of the temperature control system were attached to to 
the cyIindrical cyIindrical part of the tank. The lander was attached to the upper surface of the 
tank. The instrument module with a separable lower cover was attached to the 
lower part of the tank. 
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This This design allowed unlimited access access to to the onboard instruments, located located in in the 
module. Because Because of the increased amount of fuel, fuel, the spacecraft configuration 
would not be modified; only the length of fuel fuel tank had to to be be changed. For a long 
time this successful successful design was used used not only for for Mars exploration but also for for the 
exploration of Venus and Halley's Halley's comet and for for astrophysical investigations from 
an Earth Earth satellite orbit. 

Work was proceeding at a slow pace pace on increasing the accuracy of the control sys- sys- 
tem tem and decreasing the second-order error terms in in the angle at which the lander 
would enter the Martian atmosphere. The department headed by S.D. S.D. Kulikov Kulikov was 
again focused focused on the development of the spacecraft Prognos. Simultaneously, the 
development of the control system for for the Martian spacecraft had been been transferred 
to to the department of A.S. Demikhin, where specialists to to carry out the whole spec- 
trum of tasks were in in short supply. 

Babakin decided to to transfer transfer the development of the control control system to to the NPO of the 
Automatics Automatics and the lnstruments Development Development (NPO AP). AP). Ln the Soviet Soviet Union, Union, NPO 
AP AP was the largest largest company that specialized specialized in the development of control control systems 
for for spacecraft. spacecraft. The The head head of NPO AP was N.A. P i l y u p ,  an Academician Academician and the main main 
designer. designer. He was a member member of the legendary team team of five five main designers who used used to 
work with Korolev. Besides Korolev and Pilyugin, Pilyugin, the team team included Academicians Academicians 
V.l. Kuznetsov Kuznetsov and V.P. Barmin and corresponding member M.S. Ryasansluy. Ryasansluy. 

After an evaluation of our technical technical assignment, the NPO AP specialists suggested 
their their own digital version of the control system. The control system that had been been 
developed under the supervision of Pilyugin for for the last stage of the N-1 N-1 rocket rocket was 
suggested as the prototype. Unanimously, this system was rejected rejected by our special- special- 
ists. ists. It was heavier and required more power than the control control system of the M-69 
spacecraft. 

Pilyugin agreed to to develop the new system with suitable power and weight param- 
eters. But he was able to to finish finish t h s  job only in in 1973. 1973. For For us, us, that was absolutely 
unacceptable. Only Babakin Babakin and Pilyugin participated in in the further meetings at 
which the development of the control system for for Project Project M-71 was considered. We 
were listening to to each each other's arguments, evaluating them, meeting again, and just 
could not reach reach an agreement. At one of the meetings, Pilyugin, usually calm and 
reserved, quite seriously suggested that Babakin Babakin fire fire Demekhn, who was the main 
opponent of the new system. 

Eventually, Eventually, our head managers got tired tired of the ongoing battles. battles. They They secluded 
themselves from from others for for half an hour and came out with a joint decision. The 
control system suggested by Pilyugin Pilyugin would be installed in in the M-71 spacecraft. To 
console console us, Pilyugin agreed to to fabricate the automatic blocks blocks of the spacecraft at his his 
experimental plant according to to our technical technical instructions (for NPO AP, it was an 
unheard-of compliance). 
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Figure 6 .  
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We growled at Babakin Babakin as 
soldiers would growl at 
their general who lost lost the 
battle. Only 1 1 year later, later, we 
realized realized how clever our 
leaders were. This control 
system provided the oppor- 
tunity of a soft soft landing and 
made it feasible feasible to use use the 
M-71 spacecraft in future 
projects. projects. The control control system 
weighed 167 kilograms, con- con- 
sumed 800 800 watts, and pro- 
vided the necessary necessary accura- 
cy for for maneuvering of the 
spacecraft in its its trajectory. trajectory. 

The The spacecraft weight was 
decreased because because of the 
new new control system. To 
make the loss loss in in weight 
minimal, minimal, we removed the 
automatic control system 
from the booster block block D. 

Now the booster was controlled by the spacecraft's spacecraft's control system (Figure 6). 

4.3 The Lander: The Search f o r  t h e  Best Decision 
Scientifically Scientifically and technically, technically, the development of the lander design was a very com- com- 
plex plex problem. To solve it, one should search for for the best best decision. First of all, all, it had had 
to be decided how the lander would descend in in the Martian atmosphere. Which Which 
type of descent should it it be? be? Gliding or ballistic? ballistic? If the gliding option would be cho- cho- 
sen, the lander's gravity center with respect respect to the axis axis of symmetry of the brake 
cone should be be changed. Under the influence of aerodynamic forces, forces, the lander 
would be be stabilized at some angle of attack to the approaching airflow. airflow. As a result, result, a 
gravitational force (G-force) (G-force) would be generated, and the length of the braking path 
and altitude, at which the parachute would be be deployed, would be be increased. 

In 1975, this landing design was used used by American specialists in in the Viking Project. Project. 
Because of the lack of the detailed data on the Martian atmosphere, we were unable 
to to use the gliding descent. 

Therefore, Therefore, for for Project Project M-71, a ballistic ballistic descent was chosen. The trajectory trajectory would be 
entirely defined by the initial initial conditions under which the lander would enter the 
Martian atmosphere and by the ballistic ballistic coefficient coefficient that is is directly proportional to 
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the area area of the break break cone. If other conditions are equal, the larger the ballistic ballistic coef- coef- 
ficient, ficient, the earlier the parachute system would be open and the higher the altitude. 

Aerodynamic modeling of the conditions in in which the lander would descend indi- 
cated descent with a break break cone with a vertex vertex angle of of 120 120 degrees and with a a diam- 
eter of 3.2 meters. The The outer diameter was restricted by the diameter of the apex 
cover of the Proton rocket. rocket. The angle of the cone opening had been been chosen to yield yield 
the maximum coefficient coefficient for for the front resistance and to preserve the stabilization of 
the lander during its its descent in in the Martian atmosphere. After After ballistic ballistic braking, and 
at a descent velocity velocity of Mach 3.5, the parachute would be be deployed. 

The parachute system was designed in the Scientific Scientific Research Research Institute of the 
Parachute Landing Facilities Facilities (NII (NII PDS) under the supervision of N.A. N.A. Lobanov, Lobanov, who 
was the director and the main designer at the institute. NII PDC PDC had a high level level of 
expertise in the development of the multipurpose parachute systems, including a 
parachute system used above the velocity velocity of sound. 

But what was required for for Project Project M-71 went beyond all all the previous systems. 
Never in the aerospace history had any parachute system been been deployed at such 
low low atmosphere pressure and at such high flight flight velocity. velocity. Theoretical Theoretical calculations 
and tests tests of different parachute systems in aerodynamic pipes had been been performed. 
Based on this study, the NII PDS specialists suggested that Project Project M-71 use a para- 
chute system consisting of an auxiliary parachute with an area of 13 square meters 
and a main parachute with an area of 140 square meters. 

The testing operations were an important stage in in the design of the parachute sys- 
tem tem and were performed to to prove its its proper deployment during flight. The testing 
procedures for for the parachute system carrying the probe had already been been developed 
during Project Project M-69. At that time, time, we decided to to use use a small balloon balloon to to lift lift the 
model probe with gunpowder accelerators at an altitude of 32 kilometers above 
Earth's surface. Using Using gunpowder accelerators, after after separation from from the balloon, balloon, 
the probe sped up until a predetermined velocity velocity at which the parachute system 
would open. 

While While developing the parachute system for for the Viking lander, American specialists 
independently made the same choice choice of lander testing operations. That did not con- con- 
sole us. We recalled recalled that the main reason for for eliminating the probe device from from 
Project Project M-69 was the necessity necessity to perform intricate experiments, which simulated 
the conditions of the deployment of the parachute system with big balloons. balloons. Fearing Fearing 
a repetition of the same events in Project Project M-71, the decision was made to study 
other versions of parachute systems. 

The mutual efforts of the specialists from from the Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau and NII PDC 
bore fruit. It was proven that reliable reliable information about the performance of the 
parachute system could be be obtained on test test models of the lander with a scale scale factor factor 
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of 1:5. The The test test model model was lifted lifted to to an altitude of 130 130 kilometers kilometers by the the gunpowder 
meteorological meteorological rocket rocket M-100B. In free free fall, fall, the the model model achieved achieved the velocity velocity at which which 
the parachute system was activated. 

An An informal team of young engineers with a high level level of theoretical theoretical expertise made 
an important contribution to solving the aerodynamic problems of project project M-71. The The 
team consisted consisted of Yu.N. Koptev Koptev (now the general director of the Russian Russian Space 
Agency), Agency), N.A. Morozov Morozov and V.V. Kusnetsov. Kusnetsov. I I recall recall that members of this team team once 
worked in in different different departments of the Design Design Bureau. Bureau. Apparently they they got got satisfac- satisfac- 
tion tion by solving problems and that united them in in their their mutual work. 

A A soft landing is is the the most complex complex stage of any flight. flight. Being aware of this, this, passen- 
gers nervously await for for their their airplane to to land on a runway equipped with modern 
technological technological facilities. facilities. With this in in mind, one can easily easily understand the the problems 
faced faced by the lander designers. 

Unlike Unlike an airport, there is no flat flat runway or any kind of landing area. Instead, there 
are areas covered with sand and possibly possibly with stones and perhaps having steep 
slopes. Also, one must consider wind of unknown direction direction and velocity. In In addi- 
tion, tion, there there is no pilot. pilot. 

Nevertheless, to measure the lander velocity velocity and its its drift direction, it would be use- use- 
ful ful to to have a velocity velocity meter working on the Doppler principle. The The meter meter would 
direct direct the commands to to the engine, which controls controls the soft soft landing. Then the drift 
and decrease decrease in in vertical vertical speed could be corrected. The only only thing left to do was to to 
offer a prayer that the landing area would be flat flat and contain no stones. 

Unfortunately, Unfortunately, because because of the insufficient insufficient weight weight of the lander, lander, a descent descent with instru- instru- 
ments working on Doppler Doppler principles principles was not feasible. Therefore, we decided decided to utilize utilize 
another descent descent design. design. When When the the lander approaches the Martian Martian surface, surface, a radar- 
altimeter, altimeter, at the appropriate altitude and velocity of descent, descent, will direct direct commands for for 
the the insertion insertion and deactivation deactivation of the the soft soft landing engine. engine. The The major component of the the 
lander, lander, the the automatic automatic Martian Martian station, station, would fall free to to the the surface surface from from a low altitude. 
The The lander has to to be durable enough to sustain the the impact impact of this this free free fall landing. landing. 

We attempted to use rubber air bags, bags, which were already used used for for shock shock absorption 
of the automatic lander on the Luna Luna 9 9 mission. mission. However, we were unable to to protect protect 
air bags bags from the stream of hot gases coming from from the gunpowder engine. Other 
methods of shock absorption for for the Martian station, including one using a special 
nose cone spear, were not considered because because they they could not make the automatic 
Martian station secure in all all simulated situations. 

Babakin Babakin approved my idea idea to to use foam foam plastic plastic for for the protection protection of the the station dur- 
ing ing landing. I I suggested that the automatic Martian station should be be covered covered by 
foam foam plastic plastic on each each side. Design Design experiments indicated that the foam foam plastic plastic 
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should cover the lower part of station, which faced the main impact during 
landing. In the upper part of the station, the foam plastic blanketed a special 
aeroshell cover, which protected the systems and scientific instruments from 
damage. Therefore, during landing on the  martian  martian surface, the lander was pro- 
tected from impacts and damage from every side. 

4.4 The Lander Design and Its Mission 
The lander that had been been designed was a compact design and based on a joint 
frame (Figure 7). The gunpowder engine, which would transfer the lander from 
the flyby flyby trajectory to to 
the Martian encounter, 
was attached to the 
joint joint frame. The instru- 
ments and parts of the 
automatic control sys- 
tem as well well as the 
containers with high- 
pressure nitrogen 
would be attached to 
the joint frame. This 
equipment wouId pro- 
vide the essential atti- 
tude control for the 
lander during its 
autonomous flight. 

In these plans, the 
joint joint frame was 
attached to to the brak- 
ing cone by four bars. 
The gas micro- 
engines, which would 
provide the attitude 
control of the lander 
during its autono- 
mous flight near the 
planet, were installed 
on the bars. Four gun- 
powder micro-engines 
were attached to to the 
outer part of the 
braking cone. Two Two 
micro-engines were 
used for controlling 

Figure Figure 7. 
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( 2 )  rritroxor rritroxor contoirrer, contoirrer, (3) (3) b rk i ng  
cotre, (4)  ratlar-nltitneter antenna, 
(5) parc7clrtr te-iristrrirncnt mo(lrilc, 

(6) utrtetltm for for corrrrtrtr~tication corrrrtrtr~tication zvith 
tlrc Mnrtiarr Mnrtiarr sntellite, (7)  etrgirrc etrgirrc that 

nctioatr.: nctioatr.: the auxiliary parachrtte, parachrtte, 
(8) joint joint finrne, (9) mgirre that 

rtritintes rtritintes tllr. Innding, (10) main pnrn- pnrn- 
clrritc, clrritc, (11) crlgir~e thnt controls tlrp 

pitch nnd yazi~ of the lander, 
(12) cnntnirler c f thc  sci~7tlific i t lstrw 

trrerrts, (13) autotttntic Martian 
stnlion, (14) irrstruttrmts of the 

nutotrmtic control systetn, 
(151 errgirrc for the parnchrite parnchrite ruith- 
dra7ual. dra7ual. (16) propulsron systetnfor 

scfl Intrtlirrg (1  7 )  nitrogen container 
for for the coritrol coritrol systettr systettr 
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Figure 8 .  
f i e  Larrder Larrder Readyfor 
Lh- kin^ Lh- kin^ With tlrc tlrc 
Spflc,ccri!ft 

pitch pitch and two micro-engines were used used to to control control yaw of the lander with respect respect to to 
its its longitudinal axis. axis. 

It was proposed that the automatic Martian station would be located located in in the braking 
cone. cone. The parachute-instrument module was attached to the station by metallic metallic rib- rib- 
bons. It included the auxiliary and main parachutes, the gunpowder engines that 
provided the soft soft landing, and the withdrawal of the parachute. The engine that 
controlled the auxiliary parachute had four lateral nozzles and was attached from 
the outside. 

The scientific scientific instruments would be placed placed in the lower part of the parachute- 
instrument module in a a separate cylindrical container. They could be used to study 
the Martian atmosphere during the parachute part of the descent. In In a toroidal 
(donut-shaped) area, area, the parachute-instrument module was divided into two parts. 

In the upper cover of the container parallel to the divider, an expanded cumulative 
cartridge was installed. It was used to to instantaneously cut the container cover when 
the parachute system started to be be deployed. 

All gunpowder engines were developed and fabricated in the Scientific Scientific Research Research 
Chemical Chemical Technological Technological Institute under the supervision of Academician B.P. Zhukov, Zhukov, 
who was the director and the main designer at the institute. We had good profes- 
sional relations with this institute from from the time Lavochkin Lavochkin was alive and were very 

The Difficult Difficult Road to Man 

often impressed by the 
courage and calm of peo- peo- 
ple working at such a 
dangerous production 
facility. 

Once, Once, having arrived at 
the institute, I I found 
myself as if in in a theater. In In 
front of me was a produc- 
tion tion facility facility line with 
working equipment. The The 
wall of the production 
facility facility was missing. It 
was lying nearby on the 
ground. "Are you trying 
to to remode1 remode1 the plant while 
continuing fabrication?," fabrication?," I I 
asked an acquaintance of 
mine. "No," he said calm- 
ly. "Yesterday, the gun- 
powder cartridge explod- 



ed and the wall fell clown. clown. This wall is specifically specifically designed to to collapse as a whole 
upon impact, so the rest rest of the production facility facility would remain intact. intact. Today, 
they'll they'll put it it in in place place and everything will will be be in order." order." 

Figure Figure 8 8 shows the lander prepared for for docking with the spacecraft. The surface of 
the braking cone is is covered by the screen screen for for vacuum thermal insulation. On the 
right part of Figure Figure 8, one can can see see the radiator for for the temperature control control system, 
which provides the proper temperature environment for for the lander and the control 
system in the interplanetary trajectory. trajectory. 

Figurc Figurc 9 9 shows a longitudinal section of the the automatic Martian station. A layer of 
foam foam plastic plastic (2,19) protects the the lander from from every side. In the lower part of the sta- 
tion, tion, the the foam foam plastic plastic is 200 millimeters thick. thick. In the upper part of the station, one 
can see the two-layered aeroshell cover supported by the transverse frames (18). The The 
expanded cartridge (20) is installed in the lower part of the aeroshell cover. cover. When 
the power system is initiated, the cartridge instantaneously separates the aeroshell 
covcr from from the station. Compressed air retained in the circular container (24) is is dis- 
charged into a displacing bag (17), (17), which ejects ejects the aeroshell cover. cover. 

The inner thermal insulation (13) is designed to to maintain the appropriate tempera- 
ture inside the station during the severe Martian nights. After After the pyrotechnic lock 
(10) (10) is broken, the pyrocylinders (15) (15) are activated, opening the four petals (16) (16) and 
placing placing thc station in in a vertical position. The gamma ray ray spectrometer is installed 
on one of the petals. The x-ray x-ray spectrometer is is installed on another petal. Both of 
them are used to study the composition of the Martian soil. Pyrotechnic devices 
(11) move the temperature and wind velocity velocity recorders outwards to protect their 
readings from the impact of the station. Simultaneously with the opening of the 
petals, petals, the elastic antennas (1) of the radio system are switched into use (Figure 10). 10). 
The x-ray x-ray spectrometer and the instrument (PROP-M) (PROP-M) designed for for soil soil penetration 
are placed on the Martian surface. The PROP-M instrument has a cable 15 meters 
in length. During its maneuvering, mechanical properties of the Martian soil are 
measured using the press tool. tool. These data would be be used in the future to to develop 
the Martian rover. 

The landing program would be started at the distance of 46,000 kilometers from from 
Mars. Using Using pyrotechnic devices, devices, the lander (Figure 11) 11) and orbiter would separate. 
In 900 seconds, when the the lander is at a safe distance from from the orbiter, orbiter, the gunpow- 
der engine is started. As a result, result, the lander acquires a a velocity velocity of 120 120 meters per 
second second and is transferred from from the flyby flyby trajectory trajectory to a Martian encounter trajectory. trajectory. 

In another 150 seconds, in in accord accord with the commands from from the automatic control control 
system, the lander would turn to such a position that the direction of its its longitudinal 
axis axis would coincide coincide with the velocity velocity vector vector of the moving air stream during the lan- lan- 
der's entry into the Martian Martian atmosphere. In this this position, position, the lander, lander, using the gun- 
powdered engines, engines, turns around its its longitudinal axis. axis. The joint joint frame with the 
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Figure 9. 
Arrtorrrntic Arrtorrrntic Mnrtinri Station o f M a r s  3- (1)  rndnr-nlt~rneters ojtlre control systevr, (2)  shock nbsorb~r  of tlw Io7crer pnrt o j t l r t  stntiorr, 
(3.1 telcrnetric units, (4)  nrrto~~rntic rndio sys te~n ,  (5) n~rtrrrnns of thr rndio sys te~n ,  (6)  radio s ! y s t e ~ ~ ~ ,  (7') (7') blocks of tlrc tlrc rndio s y s t c ~ ~ r ,  (Sj ~nod~r les  
rc'ifir rc'ifir tiir scir~rtific irrstru~nents (9j telc@wto~wter>, (10) lc~ck ofpetnls to plnce the station in  a urrticfl/ position, ( l l j  dt-uices dt-uices to 11ro7;r tirr tirr scirrrtlfic 
i~rs t r r r~~rrnts  orthunrds, (12) spnsors of of tlic scirnt$c instrrrnrr~rts, (13j t l r n ~ r o  insulntion s y s t m ,  (14) scrre~i-oncrrrr~~r tlrrrrno rnwlntron s y s t m  c$ 
tlrc tlrc rrpper rrpper pnrt cft l rr  station, (15) p~rocy1indcr-i to plncr tlir stntion irr n uerticnl position, (16) prtnls, ( 1  7) iirsplncmg brig, brig, (18) arroslrrll cover, 
(19) (19) slrc~ck slrc~ck absorber of the acroslrrll cmer, (20)  e.~parrdcd c u ~ ~ r ~ r l n t ~ u c  cnrtridgefor the sepnrntion of of the neroslre/l m w ,  (2 1 )  n u t o ~ n n t ~ c  c0111roI c0111roI 
s!yste~~r, (22) y o z w  s y s t e r ~ ~ ,  arid arid (23) rcceiz~er of of tlre tlre nt~nosplreric pressure 
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gunpowder engine and the automatic control control system, which which provided the lander sta- 
bilization bilization after after its separation from the orbiter, orbiter, is released. released. Stabilized Stabilized by rotation, the 
lander continues its its flight flight until until its its encounter with Mars and enters the Martian 
atmosphere with the speed of 5,800 m/sec. In the Martian atmosphere, the lander 
would be be affected affected by G-forces G-forces generated by aerodynamic braking. In the initial initial stage 
of the descent, descent, the G-forces G-forces increase. increase. Thereafter, Thereafter, during the the lander's speed reduction, reduction, 
the the G-forces decrease. Gravitational forces forces change with the the change in the the speed of the 
lander's descent. I t  the the G-force is increased increased to 2 units, units, the the onboard automatic control control 
system would direct commands to to the gunpowdered engines, engines, which would discon- 
tinue the lander's rotation. Now the control of the pitch pitch and yaw is not required 
because because during the the descent in in the the atmosphere, the the lander would be stabilized stabilized by the the 
moving air air stream. After about another 100 100 seconds, seconds, the recorder recorder of the the relative relative 
accelerations accelerations (DOU), which which controls controls the ratio ratio of the the G-forces G-forces at the ascending and 

descending parts of the curve, curve, would direct a command TI to to start the engine and to Vial! Frorrr the ?op of tlrc 

activate the auxiliary auxiliary parachute (Figure 12). In addition, a program timing device Aictotrmtrc Aictotrmtrc Mnrtrnn 
Stntro~i Wit11 tlw l'etnl~ 

(PVM) (PVM) would be initiated. That happens when the lander speed drops below below Mach O p i d  n~rrf the S t n t ~ l  
3.5. On the PVM command, in 2.1 seconds, the expanded cumulative cartridge PInceii PInceii I ~ I  0 0 Velt r~ni  

Po.rt11711 would be ignited ignited and would cut the the parachute-instrument module. The The main para- 
chute with with the the folding shroud lines lines 
would be be released. released. In 10 seconds, the 
main parachute with the withdrawn 
shroud lines lines would start to be be 
deployed. The The PVM directs a command 
at T4 and T6 T6 to separate the the cone and 
to to turn on the high-altitude radar- 
altimeter (RVBV). The parachute pro- pro- 
vides a speed of the descent of not 
more than 65 meters meters per per second. 

Depending on the descent velocity, in in 
an altitude range of 16 to 30 meters, meters, 
the high-altitude radar-altimeter issues 
a command; the onboard radio system 
is disconnected, the engine that con- con- 
trols trols the the soft soft landing is started, and a 
second PVM program is initiated. 
When the lander's vertical vertical speed of 
descent drops to 6.5 meters per second, 
the low-altitude radar-altimeter issues 
a command to to break break the metallic metallic rib- rib- 
bons that attach the parachute-instru- 
ment module to to the automatic Martian 
station. Simultaneously, the engine that 
controls the maneuvering of the para- 
chute container is started. 
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tlrc, pctnl:, pctnl:, a~rtcirims, nird nird 

The automatic Martian station, which weights 358 kilograms, falls falls free free to the Martian 
surface with a vertical speed of not more than 12 meters per second. In 15 15 seconds, 
after the station encounters the Martian surface, a program device gives a command 
to inflate the displacing bag. In In 2 seconds, the expanded cumulative cartridge cuts 
the aeroshell cover. Under the impact of the compressed air, air, which was accumulated 
in in the displacing bag, bag, the aeroshell cover is thrown away from the station. 

Thereafter, the PVM PVM issues a a sequence of commands to open the pyrotechnics lock, lock, 
to ignite the cartridges in in the four pyropushers, to begin the deployment of the sci- 
entific instruments that would study the Martian atmosphere and surface, and to 
start the onboard transmitters and telephotometers. 

Data would be transmitted to the Martian satellite at a speed of 72,000 bits/scc in in 
two independent radio channels. The circular panoramic images of the landing site 
would be transmitted as  an image of 500 x 6,000 pixels. Each Each minute the video infor- 
mation would have to be interrupted by the telemetry data. The period calculated calculated 

r t~~~ / r rm is i i i s ,  itritintio~r for each communication session would be 18-23 minutes. 
~ I I C  ~ i e ~ ~ ~ l 1 ~ ! ~ l t ~ ~ ~ t r t  o j ~ ~ i -  

rvrtifii orctrlcri~crrts orr 
tire tire illortiair SM~$CP,  nrni After the first communication session, the onboard transmitters would be be discon- 
trarlsrrrittal of i n f o r m -  
tiorr to tlre tlre i'vlartinii nected and the station transferred to a survival state. The second communication 
snte~litc, session would be initiated by a transmitted signal. Its period would depend on the 

position of the landing site and could be 0.7-5 minutes. 
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Figure 13. 
The M-71C Spncecraft- 
( I )  optical-electronic optical-electronic 
&vices of the the nstro nstro 
navigation system, 
(2) instrument rnodule, rnodule, 
(3) container o/ the the 
attitude systetn, 
(4) magetometer, 
(5) stereo stereo nntenna 
(6)  higlr-goin higlr-goin pnrrrbolic 
antenna, (7) low-pin 
cone cone antennas, 
(8) tanks 0 1 t h ~  propul- propul- 
sion sion system, (9) radrn- 
tors tors o/the tetnpernture 
control control systenl, 
(10) nozzles of the 
attitude system, 
(11) (11) nozzles ojtlzc 
stnbilization systenr, systenr, 
(12) solar solar panel, panel, nmi 
(13) optical-elect optical-elect ronic ronic 
device device of the positio~zing 
system 

Spacecra f t  Development and  Testing 
In February 1970, 1970, Babakin approved the preliminary design of Project Project M-71, which 
specified that the M-71C spacecraft should be launched in in May 1971 (Figure 13). Its 
mission included the launch of the first Martian satellite and the launch of two 
spacecraft, Mars 2 2 and 3 3 (Figure 14), which were to to be placed in in a Martian orbit and 
deliver the first landers on the Martian surface. The M-715 spacecraft weighed 
4,549 kilograms. This number included the weight of fuel and gas (2,385 kilograms). 
The Mars 3 3 spacecraft weighed 4,650 kilograms, including the weight of the lander 
(1,000 (1,000 kilograms). To solve the specified scientific problems, the following instru- 
ments were to be installed on the spacecraft: 

(a) Fluxgate magnetometer 
(b) Infrared radiometer to study the distribution of the temperature on the Martian 

surface 
(c) Infrared photometer 
(d) Spectrometer to determine the concentration of water vapor in in the Martian 

atmosphere, 

(c) Photometer working in in the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum to study 
the reflectivity of the Martian surface and atmosphere 

K O C M M Y E C K M A  
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( f )  Radiometer to study the dielectric permeability and the temperature on thrl thrl 
Martian surface 

(g) (g) Ultraviolet photometer to study the Martian upper atmosphere 
(h) Cosmic ray particles detector 

(i) The detector to determine the kinetic energy of electrons and protons, the 
charged particles spectrometer 

(j) Telephoto cameras with focal focal distances of -52 and 350 millimeters 

In addition, the M-71s spacecraft and Mars 3 3 were equipped \\rith \\rith s t c r ~  svstems to 

support the joint joint Soviet-French experimental program to study solar radiation at the 
frquency ot 169 169 MHL. The total total weight of the scientific instrunwnts installed in thc 
Mars 3 3 spacecraft was 89.2 89.2 kilograms. 

The landers of the spacecraft Mars 2 2 and Mars 3 3 carried the instruments to measure 

the Martian atmospheric pressure, the. the. temperature, temperature, and the wind velocitc to to clefinr. 

the chemical composition of the Martian soil, and to study thc physical-mechcinicd 

properties of the soil's surface laver. In addition, two tdecameras For making pano- 

ramic i m ~ g e s  of the landing sites were installed. Each Each lander contained 16 kilograms 
of scientific instruments. 

fhe time remaining before the launch of the spcccraft was limited. To succeccl, succeccl, 

each stage of the project had to be completed in the shortest time. On the other 
hand, this approach should not degrade the quality and reliabilitv of of the spcccraft. 

At that tinw, information about a 1iew concept of space projcct management, d c ~ c l -  
oped in thC 
Un~tcd States, 
bccame avail- 

able. Thc mass 

media indicated indicated 
that the new 

management 
concept allowed allowed 
for for a a reduction 
in thc timc for 

developing developing and 

building the bal- bal- 

listic rocket 

Polarjs. 

In my view, view, the 
new concept 
was very attrac- 

tive. At each 
stage of the 

Figure 14. 
Tl1c8 Mnrs 3 3 S l l l i r r . ~  n iR -  
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Figure 15. 
7 1 1 ~  Gcrri~rcil Scircw~c Scircw~c i ! f  

tlre Cafnp~rlt-(1) teitn- 
\ll/lt, (2) ~~ll7tfilrllr l l ~ l f ~ l  

fir(, ilrcpl~cntc soil, soil, 
(3) protecliuc scrcoi, 
(4) I d ,  (5) i i i l1~11, 
(6 )  riyc7, (7) ~~~~~~~~flrer- ~~~~~~~~flrer- 
I I I ~ I . * ~ O ~ ,  (8 )  n~~to~ i io l i t -  
Mi7rtiitrr stirtroii, stirtroii, 
(9) top c ~ f  tlw tlrcr~rrr~~tot, 
(10). rope, rope, ( I  I )  elflstrc 
slrock itlwrbi'r, (12) stop- 
per, niiri 113) Ir~fl~t7ctory c!f c!f 

f l r ~  nirtorrir~tic nirtorrir~tic :Mnrtian 
str?tiorr flftcr rt / r r f >  flrc flrc 

project, project, the time limitations for each job were clearly outlined. At At this time, Babakin 
<ippointed nw his deputy for the clevelopmcnt of spxccratt tor the exploration of 

Mars and Venus. In addition to the technical problems, I I was in ch,irge ch,irge of project 

assignments that should be finished on time and with a high quality. Ti) reduce thc 

time needed to to clevelop and publish the d e s i ~ n  documentation, I I deciclcd deciclcd to to use the 
American system of planning and management. Mow than 15 ch;s ot cxliausting 

work wcrc required to to outline the preliminary version of the ~nanqqcment structure. 
The same tinic was needed for the ,iclministrative clcpartmcvit clcpartmcvit to to makc, some correc- 
tions, remove circular connections, to code events, and so so on. As a result, a postcbr 

3.5 meters in length, filled with events, connections and other information, w'is 

produced. 

In Novembcr 1970, 1970, the management plan was approvccl bv liabakin, nncl in June 
1071, 1071, the technical documentation was issued. The skeptics who believed that the 
American management conccpt could not be uscJ in in Soviet Union were cmbar- 

rasscd. Ministcr Afanasiev instructed the Urals-5iberinn pl'ints pl'ints to deliver the parts 

for the spacecraft and landers to our organization. As a a result, w e  coulel coulel soon initi- 

ate the complex program uf testing operations. 

The testing of the lander and its system consurnccl a lot of time. Fifteen Fifteen launches of 

the meteorological rocket M-1006 werc performed to test test the ini t i~t ing and opening 

of the parachute system under different tlight conclitions. I?uring testing opcmtions, 
i t  was discovered that the main parachute had a a tendcncy to collapse. 

The The Diff~cul t  Road to  M a n  
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To eliminate this trend, it it was necessary necessary to to reconsider the design of the parachute 
system. Different Different pyrotechnic systems, such as expanded cumulative cartridges, 
pyrolocks, pyrolocks, pyropushers, pyrocylinders, and so on, were broadly used in in the design 
of the spacecraft and lander. Pyrotechnic Pyrotechnic systems were tested tested extensively extensively because, because, 
according to the standards established in in the Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau, the pprosys- 
tem tem could be installed installed in in the spacecraft only if it worked '12 times in in different condi- 
tions without failures in an Earth-based facility. 

To test the soft landing systems, five lander test models equipped with radio-altime- 
ters, ters, onboard automatic units, and gunpowder engines were dropped by parachute. 
The parachute system, with a reduced area of canopy, canopy, was used to to provide the pre- 
determined vertical descent speed for the lander test models. During all all drop exper- 
iments, iments, the soft soft landing system operated properly. properly. 

A A special special testing testing facility facility was used to to check check the protection protection efficiency and operation of 
the the automatic Martian Martian station after after its its impact impact with with the rocky soil soil (Figure (Figure 15). The The test- test- 
ing ing facility facility was made up of (1) (1) a catapult, (2) (2) a duplicate of the the Martian soil, soil, and (3) a 
wall wall designed for for protection. protection. Lander test test models equipped with simulations of the 
onboard instruments, the standard pyrosystems, pyrosystems, a program timer device, device, and a power 
system were dropped by parachute five five times. times. Whde Whde the the parachute drops were per- per- 
formed, the the temperature of the foam plastic plastic cover cover varied varied from from +50 degrees Celsius Celsius to to 
-50 degrees Celsius. Celsius. Simultaneously, Simultaneously, the pitch pitch angle varied varied from from 0 to 180 degrees, degrees, and 
the the angle of incidence incidence to to the the duplicate soil soil changed from from O O to 10 10 degrees. degrees. 

During testing, testing, horizontal speeds of 28.5 meters per per second and vertical vertical speeds of 
12 meters per second at the time of landing were simulated. The tests tests showed that 
foam plastic plastic provides a proper shock absorption and protection of the capsule dur- 
ing landing and if the G-force G-force does not exceed exceed 180 units. The separation of aeroshell 
cover and the placement of the station in a vertical vertical position under maximum speeds 
and with different directions of impact were accomplished properly. properly. 

In In conclusion, the simulation of all all flight conditions was made. The operational abil- abil- 
ity ity of the lander was checked checked in in different stages of the simulated flight. Vibration Vibration 
and linear linear overloading tests tests simulated the launch of the spacecraft and its its place- place- 
ment in in an interplanetary trajectory. trajectory. Centrifuge tests simulated the ballistic ballistic braking 
of the lander, lander, and the drop of the automatic Martian station was simulated by the 
catapult with the load load factor factor of 180 180 units. After After the above simulations, the onboard 
program-timing device was initiated. By its command, the aeroshell cover was sepa- 
rated, the flaps were opened, and the station was placed placed in a vertical vertical position. 

Simultaneously, the transmitters and scientific instruments were turned on, and the 
x-ray spectrometer was placed placed on a duplicate of the Martian soil. The PROP-M 
instrument made its its short trip, still still analyzing Earth's Earth's soil. During the next 25 min- 
utes, panoramic images and scientific scientific data were transmitted and received received by the 
radio system. In addition, for for 25 hours, the station was tested in a vacuum chamber 
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Figure 16. 
The Flight Flight Prr$le of tlre 
 mars  mars 2 2 nnd nnd 3 3 Spncecrflft 
to ~Mnrs in 1971 - - 
( I )  nctivation ofblock D D 
(before (before boosting), 
(2) ,first correction, correction, 
(3) nctiuation ofhlock D D 
(boosting). (4) second second 
correction, correction, (5) injection of 
the spncecrflft in the the 
descent descent tra!ecto y y and 
sepnrntiotr, sepnrntiotr, (6) third cor- cor- 
rection, rection, and and (7) brnking 
qf the orbiter orbiter nt the the rnirri- 
tnal distnncefrorn Mars 

under a pressure of 6 6 mbar while being exposed to to airflow with the speed of 
25 m/sec. Daily Daily variations of the temperatures of the Martian atmosphere were sim- 
ulated as well. 

Then the testing operations were completed, and a second communication session 
was started. A A whole cycle cycle of testing operations was made without any failures, 
and we became confident that the automatic station could accomplish the tasks 
planned for for it. it. 

The utilization utilization of the lander in in Project M-71 required that it it be be sterilized. The devel- devel- 
opment of a sterilization procedure was assigned to to Academician Academician A.A. Imshenetskiy. Imshenetskiy. 
The The Institute of Sterjlization Sterjlization and Disinfection Disinfection of the Health Protection Protection Ministry Ministry was 
responsible for for sterilization procedures. 

A few few ways were proposed for for the sterilization, namely, namely, gaseous, utilizing methyl 
bromide, radioactive and thermal. None of these techniques could be be used with the 
completely assembled lander. However the lander's parts could be be independently 
sterilized by any of these techniques. To preserve the sterility of the lander during 
its assembly, assembly, a special special sterile facility facility with a sluice chamber was built. This facility facility 
was equipped with filters filters through which air was transferred under low low pressure. 
This facility was equipped wjth the bactericidal bactericidal lamps. 

4.6 4.6 The The Spacecraft's Struggle t o  Mars 
May May 1971 1971 had arrived. Recalling Recalling our trouble with the M-69 spacecraft, we nervously 

CXEMA IlOnETA IlOnETA ObbEKTA ObbEKTA M-71 K IlnAHETE MAPC 
B B 1971 TOnY TOnY 

awaited for for three 
upcoming launches. 
Spacecraft Spacecraft M-71 was 
launched on May 5, 
1971. 1971. At At first, first, the igni- 
tion tion of all all three stages 
of the Proton rocket rocket and 
booster block D D worked 
properly. The The spacecraft 
with booster block block D 
was placed placed in in the pre- 
determined Earth Earth orbit. 

In approximately 
1 1 hour, hour, after orbiting 
Earth and approaching 
Guinea Bay, block block D 
should have started a 
second time and trans- 
ferred the spacecraft to to 
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Figure Figure 17. 
711e 711e Flight Flight Profile Profile of the 

Mnrs Mnrs 2 2 and and 3 3 SpacccraJt SpacccraJt 
Nrnr Mnrs-(l j  first rtlens- 

an interplanetary trajectory. trajectory. A A ship in in Guinea Bay did not show that the engines of .re,,le,lf, (2) third third mrrec- mrrec- 

block D D had ignited. In a few few minutes, block D flew flew over the Yevpatorijan Yevpatorijan (Crimea) t i@t1,  (3) lntlder s e ~ f l r a t i o l f ,  

(4)  lnnder lnnder brnking, brnking, 
control facility. The telemetered data showed that no no command was issued to to start (5) pitch pitch nnd ynru, 
the engine. An An analysis showed that the operator had made a mistake. He issued an 6) seccljld mras~rrctrlerlt, mras~rrctrlerlt, 

nnd (7) orbiter brnking brnking 
eight-digit code command to the spacecraft control system to activate block block D D for 
the second time in a reverse order. It was a human factor, factor, not technology, technology, that was Heid" Heid" qf pericenter: 

Before correction correction - - 
responsible for for the error. i ,350 k k 1,000 krrl 

Af er correction correction - - 
1,500 * * 200 km 

We lost lost the opportunity to launch launch the first first Martian Martian satellite. satellite. Besides that, that, we lost lost the Distance to to Mars: 
radar beacon beacon that that provided information information about the the position position of Mars Mars in in space. The The First First tnensurernent tnensurernent - - 

-70,000 km flight flight profile profile of the the preliminary preliminary design (Figure (Figure 16) could not be accomplished accomplished because because 
precise precise data on the Mars Mars position position in in space had had not been been acquired. These These data were Second Second measurement - - 

-20.000 krn 
needed needed to to calculate calculate the angles at which which the lander should enter the  martian  martian atrnos- atrnos- 

Speed Speed Itnprtlses: Itnprtlses: 
phere. phere. Now the the only only hope left was that the space automatic positioning system would ~ o r r ~ c t i o ~ l - ~ ~ ~ ~  r r l / ~ e ~  
not fail. fail. This This alternative system was designed in in case case the M-71s M-71s spacecraft spacecraft would fail. fail. Lnuderbr"in~-lOO nl/sec nl/sec 

Orbiter braking- 
1,190 n&ec 

A A decision decision about its its development was made in in the summer of 1970 at the Council Council of Erne Erne oflnnderdescent- 
-6 hours hours Main Main Designers. Designers. The The system used used an optical optical angle measurement instrument, which which 

Scntter Scntter of entry nngles nngles for 
was developed under the supervision of the main main designer V.I. Kurushin. About 7 7 the lander: *5 degrees degrees 
hours before before reaching Mars, Mars, the instrument should perform the first measurement of Scatter qfrotntion period of 
the angular position position of Mars Mars with respect respect to to the base base coordinate system (Figure 17). the the orbiter: * * 2 hours hours 
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The measured data should be transferred to the the onboard computer of the control 
system, which calculated the vector vector for for a third third correction correction needed to to relocate relocate the 
spacecraft spacecraft to to a nominal trajectory. trajectory. In accord accord with the results of calculations, the 
control control system should issue the following following commands: 

1. Turn the spacecraft to a position required to to perform the correction 
2. Start the engine for for the the correction braking propulsion system, and stop the engine 

after the correction impulse is is terminated 
3. Turn the spacecraft to to a position required for for the lander to be be separated and to to 

separate a lander 
4. Rotate Rotate the spacecraft about three axes using the Sun and star Canopus as 

reference reference 
5. When When the the spacecraft approaches the planet, at the distance about 20,000 km, con- 

duct the second measurement of the Mars angular position with respect to the 
base base coordinate system 

As As a result of the second measurement, the onboard computer had to calculate the 
vector vector direction of braking impulse to to relocate relocate the spacecraft in in the Martian satellite 
orbit. These operations should be be performed automatically without commands from 
Earth. Earth. The test of the optical angle measurement instrument was performed at the 
control system testing facility facility and was completed successfully. successfully. Only 2 to to 3 3 months 
were allocated to testing the computer programs. This limited amount of time 
caused concern. 

On May May 19 and 21,1971, 21,1971, the spacecraft Mars 2 2 and Mars 3 3 were launched in an 
interplanetary trajectory. trajectory. All stages of the Proton rocket rocket and booster blocks blocks D D oper- 
ated perfectly. perfectly. In accord accord with the results of the outbound trajectory trajectory measurements, 
the first correction of the Mars 2 2 and Mars 3 3 spacecraft trajectory trajectory was made on 
June 5 5 and on June 8,1971, respectively. respectively. The onboard equipment of both spacecraft 
performed without any problems. The group of flight managers started their routine 
work. Because Because of the particular flight trajectories trajectories to to  mars,  mars, communication with the 
spacecraft was maintained at night. 

After After the communication sessions were completed, the management group ana- 
lyzed the data acquired, then if it was necessary necessary reconsidered the agenda for for future 
communication sessions, and transferred the report of their their work to to Babakin. Babakin. Then 
the group rested. Every Every morning, upon coming to to work, we listened to to the presenta- 
tion tion of V.G. Timonin, Timonin, who was the head manager. If it was necessary, necessary, we instructed 
the OKB departments to to undertake the jobs required. 

A bright sunny morning on June 25 did not forecast forecast any troubles. The telephone on 
Babakin's Babakin's dedicated line rang unexpectedly. unexpectedly. "Come urgently," urgently," his troubled voice voice 
said. Gloomy Babakin Babakin was pacing his office. "I "I just just spoke with Timonin," Timonin," he said. 
"Communication with both Mars failed failed last night. Get the team together and fly fly out 
to Yevpatorija Yevpatorija immediately." immediately." 
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1 1 was amazed by Timonin's Timonin's news. The defects of spacecraft Mars 2 2 and Mars 3 3 were 
exactly exactly identical. The original transmitters, which work in in the decimeter band, 
failed failed first. Then the duplicate transmitters were activated. In the beginning, they they 
worked properly but later on failed failed as well. well. A command was given to to start the 
transmitters working in in the centimeter band. Telemetry Telemetry data indicated that the cen- 
timeter band transmitters were activated and started to to work, but but the signals did 
not reach reach Earth. To avoid the development of an emergency situation, the transmit- 
ters were turned off, and we awaited directions from Moscow. Moscow. 

1 1 telephoned Yu.F. ~Makarov, ~Makarov, who was the assistant of Ryasanskiy Ryasanskiy and was in charge 
of the onboard radio system. He was already aware of the situation. We agreed that 
they will will have a team of four people and we will will have a team of three people. 

In the the middle of the the vacation vacation season, season, it was impossible impossible to buy a ticket to Sirnferopol 
at the Aeroflot terminal. terminal. I I attempted to buy buy tickets tickets reserved reserved for for the staff of the Council Council 
of Ministers. Ministers. Unfortunately, Unfortunately, only only tickets tickets with a departure date of 1 1 week week were were avail- avail- 
able. able. From the the Kremlin, 1 1 telephoned telephoned G.A. G.A. Tyulin, who was the the deputy minister. minister. 
1 1 explained explained to to him the the situation with with the the Mars spacecraft spacecraft and with the the Aeroflot tickets. tickets. 

Tyulin Tyulin gave us permission to to use use the ministry's airplane. The airplanes of our min- 
istry istry were parked at Vnukovo-3 airport. Like all passenger aircraft, aircraft, they they had 
Aeroflot Aeroflot written on their their side. 

In the morning of June 26,1971, we flew flew out to Simferopol Simferopol on airplane AN-24. AN-24. 
During the flight, flight, we discussed the information received received and outlined the future 
plan of work. Finally, we arrived at Sirnferopol. Sirnferopol. The airplane landed and moved to to 
the terminal. We proceeded down the stairwell and went to to the exit. exit. 

Porters with their carts rushed toward us in in a chaotic fashion. Upon exiting the air- 
port, we turned around and observed a a silent scene like like in in Gogol's Gogol's play play lnspcctor. 
Stunned porters are struggling to grasp the reality. reality. In the middle of the vacation vacation sea- sea- 
son, an empty airplane had arrived from Moscow. Moscow. 

Soon Soon we reached the flight flight control facility facility and carefully carefully analyzed the telemetry 
information. Strangely enough, there there was no sign of the abnormal functioning of the 
telemetric telemetric system during the previous communication sessions. We discussed a sug- 
gested plan of actions with the management team team and introduced some changes 
based based on their their comments. 

At At night, when the Mars spacecraft became visible, visible, we began its its implementation. 
The first night went by. A few few straws of hope appeared for for reestablishing commu- 
nication in in the the decimeter band. A whole day was devoted to analyzing the tclcmet- 
ric ric data acquired at night and developing a new plan. The second night was pro- 
ductive. We identified the operating conditions in in which the duplicate transmitters 
worked in in the decimeter band without errors. Simultai~eously, communication with 
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the original transmitters was reestablished, although the time of their operation 
was limited. However, the signal from from the transmitters operating in the centimeter 
band did not reach reach Earth. Earth. The radiation sensor that was installed at the the antenna's 
mirror permanently showed nothing. We could not find find an explanation for for this 
phenomenon. 

The idea idea that the antennas absorbed solar energy, energy, which which heated and melted melted the 
radiator, radiator, was not justified justified by calculations. calculations. The The antenna was directed to the Sun for for 
no more than 10 seconds. The radiators were manufactured using silver silver solder 
whose melting melting temperature was 700 degrees Celsius. Celsius. Nevertheless, Nevertheless, in further proj- proj- 
ects, we installed a cloth cloth tent above the antenna's mirror. mirror. The antennas' design did 
not change, but they they operated perfectly perfectly with the tent. tent. 

The exhausting work was completed. For For 2 2 days, we had not slept at all all and now now 
could get get some rest. rest. At that time, time, Minister Minister Afanasiev Afanasiev was at the flight flight control control facili- facili- 
ty. Probably, Probably, his visit visit was connected with the flight flight of the Soyuz 11 spacecraft. spacecraft. 

The next next day, day, Afanasiev Afanasiev asked me to to present the results of our effort. effort. Our actions 
were approved. Immediately after after my my presentation, the communication session with 
the Soyuz 11 spacecraft spacecraft was initiated. By the loud speakers, the troubled voice voice of 
cosmonaut V. Volkov said, "It "It is impossible to to eat the steaks," steaks," and in in few minutes, 
his his voice voice was heard again, "Fire "Fire in the spacecraft." spacecraft." I I believed believed that his his excitement excitement 
could be be explained by the fact fact that he predicted the danger. The head manager of 
flight flight asked, "Commander, what's what's happening on board?" board?" C. Dobrovolskiy Dobrovolskiy reported, 
"We had a short circuit circuit but have already fixed it; Volkov is a a little little excited. excited. Don't Don't 
worry, worry, everything will will be all all right." right." The next next day, the team of cosmonauts of the 
Soyuz 11 spacecraft spacecraft crashed during their flight back to Earth. Earth. Perhaps, some human 
beings beings can predict the the danger. I I recollect a similar example. 

In March March 1968, in in the headquarters of the Council Council of Ministers, Ministers, I I met met Yu.A. Cagarin. 
He was slightly overweight and wore a military military greatcoat, greatcoat, which obviously did not 
fit fit him. Probably, Probably, he was waiting for somebody. At this this time, time, the VPK Resolution, Resolution, 
which which determined the launch of the spacecraft spacecraft Venus 5 5 and Venus 6, was almost 
completed. I told told him jokingly, "Yuriy Alekseevich, Alekseevich, we have the position position of the main main 
pilot pilot vacant on the Venusian Venusian spacecraft." spacecraft." He did not not respond to my joke and with 
gloomy smile said, "Maybe next next time." In In a few few days, Yu.A. Gagarin died. 

On July 1, we returned to to Moscow and as usual began began to work. We did not not antici- antici- 
pate the future loss. loss. Very soon, we were stunned with the news that Babakin Babakin died 
from a heart attack. The death of Babakin Babakin was an enormous loss loss for for space technolo- technolo- 
gy and for for our team team as well. well. Nobody could replace replace him. Talented Talented people are not 
born very often. often. 

S.S. Kryukov, Kryukov, the former first deputy of Babakin, was appointed the main main designer. designer. 
Kryukov was a highly qualified qualified specialist. He used to to be the the deputy of Korolev Korolev and 
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was in charge of the development of the rocket rocket that launched the first Earth satellite. 
In 1970, Kryukov got a position in in the Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau. The Babakin- Babakin- 
Kryukov Kryukov team team was coordinated well well and worked very productively. 

The flight flight of spacecraft Mars 2 and 3 continued. In November 1971, a second correc- correc- 
tion tion of their trajectory trajectory was made successfully. successfully. A few days remained before the 
spacecraft would approach Mars. Mars. At that time, time, the Martian weather was not good 
for observations with the orbiter and especially especially with the lander. For For the last few 
weeks, weeks, an unusually strong dust storm covered the whole surface of the planet. 
Astronomers indicated that such a large dust storm had never before before been been recorded 
on the Martian surface. 

On November 21,1971, 21,1971, the space automatic positioning system was used to to make 
the third correction to to the trajectory trajectory of the Mars 2 2 spacecraft trajectory. trajectory. The Mars 2 2 
spacecraft lander was directed to the planet. At the same time, time, the spacecraft was 
placed in a  martian  martian orbit with a pericenter height of 1,350 kilometers and a period 
of rotation of 18 hours. This operation was not successful. Apparently, Apparently, after the sec- sec- 
ond correction, correction, the Mars Mars 2 2 spacecraft spacecraft trajectory trajectory had been been close close to to the predetermined 
trajectory. trajectory. 

Nevertheless, the onboard computer issued a wrong command to decrease the 
height of the pericenter of the flyby flyby hyperbola. As a result, result, the lander entered the 
Martian atmosphere at the big big angle and hit the Martian surface before before the para- 
chute system was activated. 

Because Because of time limitations, the testing of the computer programs for for the space auto- 
matic positioning system was not completed. We just just did not have time to perform 
computer modeling of a situation in which the real real and previously calculated trajec- trajec- 
tories would coincide. 

Could we have avoided these results? Definitely Definitely yes, but only if the first first space 
barter in in the history of human civilization civilization would have happened 1 1 year year earlier, earlier, in in 
1971. The barter included the exchange of the American precise precise data for the Martian 
ephemeris for for the Soviet Soviet data on Venus. Venus. If that had taken place place and being being aware that 
the spacecraft was close close to to its predetermined trajectory trajectory for for a Mars flyby, we would 
have activated the Earth-based control control system and the flight flight would have been been con- 
trolled by commands from Earth. Earth. 

A third correction to to the Mars 3 3 spacecraft trajectory trajectory was made on December 2, 
1971. 1971. The lander separated from the spacecraft and entered its predetermined trajec- trajec- 
tory tory for for a Mars encounter. After After 4 4 hours and 35 minutes, the lander entered the 
Martian atmosphere and landed at a location location with coordinates 45" S S and 158" W. 

The spacecraft was placed placed in a Martian satellite orbit with a pericenter height of 
1,500 kilometers kilometers and a period of rotation of 12 days and 19 hours. The predetermined 
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period of rotation was 25 hours. The The discrepancy between between the real and the the predeter- 
mined periods of rotation rotation could again be explained by the time time limitations, limitations, which 
did not allow allow for for proper testing of the computer programs developed for for the space 
automatic positioning system. 

If the speed of the spacecraft changed rapidly, the control system miscalculated miscalculated the 
impulses transferred by the gyro-integrator and issued a command to stop the 
engine of the correction braking propulsion system. That happened irregularly, irregularly, usu- 
ally ally before before or or after the predetermined impulse of the fast fast moving spacecraft had 
been been exceeded. 

Everybody impatiently waited for for the information transmitted from from the lander to 
the radio system onboard the spacecraft. Using Using the high-gain antenna, the informa- 
tion tion recorded on magnetic tape was transmitted to Earth Earth when the spacecraft was in in 
the state of three-axis three-axis stabilization. 

To relocate relocate the spacecraft to a position of three-axis stabilization, it was necessary to 
open the cover cover of the star sensor, sensor, which protected it from from contamination by prod- 
ucts of burning. According to calculations, calculations, the cloud of the burned products should 
disappear 30 minutes after the engine was turned off. The The cover of the star sensor 
was opened. In a few minutes, the three-axis three-axis stabilization was lost. lost. Dirt Dirt was 
deposited on the viewport of the Sun sensor. sensor. 

After After an hour, hour, the cover of the second star sensor was opened, and the spacecraft 
was transferred to to a position of three-axis three-axis stabilization. The transmission of 
panoramic images of the Martian surface recorded on the magnetic tape was initiat- 
ed. The main engineer of NII KP, Yu.K. Khodarev, Khodarev, who was standing close close to to the 
rack rack where the signal was displayed, gave a command to reduce the signal because 
it was too strong. Then, Then, the telephotometer data were transmitted. There There was a gray 
background with no details. 

In 14.5 14.5 seconds, the signal disappeared. The same thing happened with the second 
telephotometer. Why Why did two telephotometers working in independent bands 
simultaneously fail fail within a hundredth of a second? We could not find an answer to to 
this question. 

Later Later on, on, I I discovered an interesting fact. fact. During the second second world war, British British radio 
operators had their transmitters malfunction because because of a coronal discharge while 
working in the desert of Lebanon Lebanon during a dust storm. On Mars, Mars, the size of dust 
particles, particles, the humidity, and the atmospheric pressure are much less, less, but the wind 
velocity velocity is is much higher than in in the desert of Lebanon. 

Perhaps, the coronal discharge was the reason reason why the signal from from Mars suddenly 
disappeared. Even if the radio link worked properly, properly, in in a dust storm, we still still would 
be unable to to get the topography images. It was planned that after a 1-minute time 
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interval, the transmission of the panoramic images would be followed by the trans- 
mission mission of data on the physical-chemical physical-chemical parameters of the Martian soil. soil. It was 
especially especially valuable for science science that data on the atmospheric pressure, temperature, 
and wind velocity velocity at the Martian surface be acquired in in conditions of an unusually 
strong dust storm. 

The dust storm on Mars continued to to rage. Both Mars orbiters continued to to make 
images of the Martian surface, surface, but the dust completely obscured the topography. 
Even Even the mountain Olympus, which had an elevation of 26 kilometers above the 
average Martian surface, surface, was invisible. invisible. During one of the mapping sessions, sessions, the 
image of the full full Martian disk with a distinct layer of clouds above the dust cover cover 
was obtained. 

Transmitters that worked in in the centimeter band failed. failed. That was the reason why 
the scientific scientific data and images from the Martian surface were transmitted in in the 
decimeter band by the transponders that were "cured" in in June. As usual, the main 
designer of the radio system, Ryasanskiy, Ryasanskiy, had additional resources, resources, but at this point, 
he he did not speak of them. 

For the radio systems of the Mars 2 2 and Mars 3 3 spacecraft, he generated a PN code, code, 
which which allowed data to be transmitted in in a special special mode. That particular mode made 
it it possible possible to to increase the speed of transmission in in the decimeter band. This allowed 
the transmission to Earth Earth of all scientific scientific data acquired by the Mars 2 2 and 3 3 space- 
craft craft for for the 8 8 months of their existence existence and completely accomplished the program 
of Mars exploration with the orbiters. 

4.7 Main Results o f  Mars Exploration 
With the Mars 2 2 and 3 3 Spacecraft  
The The Mars Mars 2 2 and 3 3 spacecraft were equipped with scientific scientific instruments designed for for 
the remote and planet-based study of the Martian surface and atmosphere. 

As a result of this study, study, the temperature and atmospheric pressure on the Martian 
surface and the nature of the surface rocks rocks along the tracks of the satellite orbits 
were defined. The data on the soil soil density, density, its heat conductivity, conductivity, dielectric dielectric perme- 
ability, ability, and reflectivity reflectivity were acquired. The temperature in the lower atmosphere and 
its change with time and latitude were determined. The heat flow flow anomalies on the 
Martian surface were discovered. 

Also, Also, it it was defined that the temperature of the northern polar cap was less than 
-110 degrees Celsius. Altimetry data along the satellite's satellite's tracks were obtained. It 
was defined that in the Martian atmosphere, the concentration of water vapor was 
5,000 times less less than in Earth's atmosphere. The data on extent, composition, and 
temperature of of the upper atmosphere were obtained. The altitude of the dust 
clouds and the size of dust particles were determined. 
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The Martian magnetic field field was measured. Colorful Colorful images of Mars Mars were were obtained. 
The optical optical compression of the planet has been been refined. refined. The The layered layered structure of the the 
Martian atmosphere, its luminosity at a distance of 200 lulometers beyond beyond the Mars 
terminator, terminator, and the change in its color color close close to to the terminator were were discovered. 

One of the the most important accomplishments of Project M-71 M-71 was that the scientifi- scientifi- 
cally cally and technically technically intricate problem problem of a soft soft landing on the Martian surface was 
solved. 
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"The Russian Russian Armada is is moving towards the red red planet." planet." That was the headlines of 
THE THE LAST THRUST 

many many newspapers in August 1973. There There certainly certainly were were reasons reasons for for newspapers to to TO TO MARS 
smell smell a sensation. In In the Soviet Soviet Union Union and in the United United States, States, two identical identical space- 
craft, craft, the the main one and a duplicate, are usually usually launched. Because of the space race, 
this strategy was justified justified because because the program should be carried on even if one of of 
the the spacecraft spacecraft broke broke down. The world community was stunned by the the fact that the the 
Soviet Soviet Union Union launched four spacecraft. spacecraft. Scientists Scientists believed believed that the Soviet Soviet Union Union 
decided to make a powerful thrust in the exploration of Mars and solve solve many many 
Martian Martian problems. problems. But the underlying reason reason for for the the launch of four spacecraft spacecraft was 
more political political in nature. 

In 1975, the the United United States planned to deliver the the Viking lander to to the Martian Martian sur- 
face. face. Scientifically, the Viking Viking lander was much more more advanced than the M-71 lan- lan- 
der. Being aware of the potential failures of the M-71 spacecraft, spacecraft, the government 
made a decision decision to to launch the the spacecraft spacecraft in 1973, before before the the results of the Project M- 
71 71 would be be available. 

However, However, in 1973, the the ballistic ballistic conditions for for flights to to Mars were not good. The The 
speed required to to place place a spacecraft spacecraft in an interplanetary trajectory trajectory had to to be be 
increased. increased. In In addition, it turned out to be be impossible, impossible, as required in in Project Project M-71, to to 
deliver the spacecraft spacecraft with the the lander to to an orbit that would allow allow the descent to to be 
slowed by one braking rocket. rocket. 

The The only only solution that would be in accordance accordance with the the government resolution was was 
to to launch four spacecraft. spacecraft. Two Two of them would become become Martian satellites satellites and two 
other would deliver landers to the Martian surface. Their Their general design and the 
onboard systems were were identical identical to the the Mars Mars 2 2 and 3 spacecraft. spacecraft. 

However, a number of the the scientific instruments had to to be redesigned. redesigned. Simultaneously, Simultaneously, 
an additional additional radio radio system system had had to be installed installed on the the lander lander so it could could transmit transmit to 
Earth Earth the the information information acquired acquired after after the the parachute parachute started started to be be deployed. Apparently, Apparently, 
this this system system increased increased the the probability probability of receiving receiving the the data transmitted transmitted from from the lander. lander. 
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Yu.F Makarov, the deputy of the main designer of NPO KP, KP, supported my idea to 
install a new radio system in the lander. When the system was completed and was 
placed in the lander, there was a "kind soul" who convinced the main designer that 
my solution was flawed. An unpleasant conversation took place with Kryukov. He 
accused me of the installation of a system that, in his opinion, had no value. 

However, 1 1 was consoled later, when the telemetry data from the Mars 6 6 lander 
were transmitted exactly in this radio band. The technological documentation 
used in in the new project, except the theoretical calculations connected with the spe- 
cific cific date of the launch, was the same as for Project M-71. M-71. Beyond that, the joint 
effort to to deliver parts and onboard systems was well coordinatcd. 411 of that gave 
hope that the spacecraft would be built on schedule. 

There was concern about the concentration of four spacecraft simultaneously at 
the testing control facility (KIS). Four work places had to be organized. However, 
even with the extended 12-hour shift, at least eight teams should work. We real- 
ized that this would be a difficult stage, but it was not as difficult as we had 
thought. 

Again, Mars challenged us. Suddenly, during testing of the power system, the 
onboard blocks started to fail. Analysis showed that in all cases the power system 
malfunctioned because of a failure of the 2T-312 transistor, which was fabricated 
at the Voronezhskiy plant. All All blocks of the onboard equipment were literally 
filled with these transistors. An interministry commission caretully analyzed this 
problem and came to the conclusion that the reason of the transistor's failure was 
intcrcrystalline corrosion in the area of the transistor lead. 

To save the gold resources, some "smart person" suggested that the gold leads be 
replaced by by aluminum ones. The necessary tests were not made. And so 2 years 
later, this suggestion caused major trouble. The only way to remedy this situation 
was to to replace the flawed transistors with transistors fabricated according to to the 
old technology. 

A11 experimental study showed that this task would require at least 6 6 months. 
This was exactly the time remaining until the spacecraft should be launched. To 
find a solution for this dead-end problem, A.N. Davydov, the head of the reliabili- 
ty ty department of the Lavochkin design bureau, was ordered to conduct a careful 
analysis of all known failures of the 2T-312 transistors, including failures in instru- 
ments of other organizations. Also, Also, he was directed to consider the results of this 
analysis as it it might affect the reliability of spacecraft already using this equip- 
ment. 

The analysis showed that the transistor's failure rate begins to to increase 1.5-2 1.5-2 years 
after its production date. For transistors installed in in our instruments, that corre- 
sponded to the arrival date of the spacecraft to to Mars. The probability of completing 



the flight flight program, while taking into account the possible failure of the 2T-312 tran- 
sistors, sistors, was estimated at 0.5. Based on this information, the ministry officials officials made 
the decision to to continue with the launch of the spacecraft as previously planned. 

Testing Testing of the spacecraft's spacecraft's power system proceeded at a full full pace at KIS. Suddenly, 
another late night telephone call. call. The nervous shift supervisor informed us that they 
had an emergency and asked us to come over there urgently. urgently. There, There, I I saw a very 
unusual scene. scene. The control system was turned off, and gloomy operators were aim- 
lessly lessly wandering around the facility. We found that during the general testing oper- 
ations, ations, when the cover of the instrument module was opened and the onboard 
instruments could be easily easily accessed, accessed, a particular testing of the control control system was 
required. 

Technicians Technicians joined joined the connectors, and according to the technical technical procedure, the 
power system was turned on. Then the control system was tested for for 20 minutes. 
However, soon it it was discovered that the information obtained was not in accor- accor- 
dance with the program commands. The program was stopped, and the circuit 
design was checked. It was found that the technician technician managed to to join a hundred 
terminal connectors in a wrong way. 

In In spite of this obvious mistake, mistake, the connection had been approved by the depart- 
ment of technical technical control control and by the military representative. That was clear clear by the 
records and signatures in the technical technical documentation. What happened; why had 
the triple control control not not worked? That was the rhetorical rhetorical question. 

I I telephoned G.M. Priss, Priss, the deputy of Pilyuqn. At At NPO AP, he was in in charge of the 
control system of the Martian spacecraft. I I told told him all all the details of our emergency 
situation. For a while, while, Priss reflected reflected and after that suggested that we drive over to to 
NPO AP. We grabbed the test test results and raced raced through the deserted Moscow Moscow night. 
During the trip, we developed a plan. We suggested that the control system be be 
removed from the spacecraft and installed and tested in the testing facility facility of NPO 
AP. Only after the main designer and the military representative had approved the 
results of the test test would the control system be installed in the spacecraft agai.n. agai.n. To 
reduce an inevitable delay in the testing of the power system, we suggested that the 
order in which spacecraft would be launched be changed. Specifically, Specifically, we suggested 
launching the spacecraft where the emergency situation took took place the last time. 

Eventually, Eventually, we arrived at NPO AP. We passed the empty and resonant corridors and 
went upstairs into the office of Priss. Priss. We were awaited, and the flow charts of the 
control system were laid laid on the desk. Priss Priss had already discussed the possible possible solu- 
tion tion of the problem with specialists from from NPO AP. During the last session, session, parame- 
ters of the control system were recorded. We put the notes with records on the desk. 
The specialists bent bent over the records and sometimes made short comments that I I 
could hardly understand. That reminded one of a consultation near the patient's 
bed bed when doctors discuss the diagnosis and how to cure the disease. 
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Figure 18. 
The Mars 4 4 and 5 5 
Spacecrq7 - - ( I )  high-gain 
antennn, (2)  radionreter, radionreter, 
(3) fuel fuel tank, (4)  radia- 
tors o j  the temperature temperature 
control system, (5) solar 
panel, (6) instrument 
module, and (7) nragtre- nragtre- 

Eventually, the meeting finished. 1 1 presented our suggestions to recheck recheck the control 
system in in the testing facility facility of NPO AP. However, the decision of Priss completely 
changed our plans. He indicated that analysis did not reveal any damage to the 
blocks of the control system. In addition, he suggested urgently, before the day shift 
would start to work and the inilitary representatives of NPO AP show up, to place 
the control system in in the spacecraft and test it it again. He was concerned that being 
aware of the emergency situation, the conservative inilitary department of NPO AP 
could veto the use of this control system and the launch of the spacecraft would not 
be feasible. 

After our departure, the specialists from the Lavochkin design bureau dispersed and 
went home. Only one person, the director of this organization, A.P. Milovanov, Milovanov, could 
get them together. 1 1 telephoned him, excused myself myself for for the night call, call, and briefly briefly 
explained what happened and what decision had been made. He immediately 
understood the situation, asked me to to calm down, and promised that all all specialists 
would be at their workplaces when we come back back to to the Lavochkin design bureau. 

We raced through the Moscow night again. Priss did not accompany us. He did not 
want to show up and provoke unnecessary questions. He was a very smart man. 
Only a person who was aware of all all details of the design of the control system, who 
trusted the specialists and who was deeply concerned with the fate of the project, project, 

tometcr 
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could make this crucial crucial decision. About 5:00 a.m., a.m., we arrived at KlS of the 
Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau. 

All operators were already at their workplaces waiting for for our instructions. As As 
usual, the order of A.P. Milovanov Milovanov was fulfilled. In cooperation with the specialists 
from NPO AP, we again checked checked the connections of the joints. joints. They They worked well. In 
an hour and a half, half, the test test was completed. All parameters were in the proper range. 
Now we could rest. rest. Soon Soon the test test of the power system was completed, and the 
spacecraft was delivered to the launch facility facility to to be be prepared for for launch. 

On June 21 and 25,1973, 25,1973, the Mars 4 4 and 5 spacecraft (Figure 18) 18) were launched. On 
August 5 5 and 9,1973, 9,1973, the Mars 6 6 and 7 spacecraft (Figure 19) were launched. The 
Mars 4 4 and 5 5 spacecraft were launched earlier to to have time to to be stabilized in in 
Martian satellite orbits and thereafter receive receive the information from from the landers that 
would be delivered to to the Martian surface by the Mars 6 6 and 7 spacecraft. 

The The exhausting work of the flight flight control control group was begun. In the beginning the the flight flight 
proceeded proceeded properly, properly, but but after after 2 2 months, months, the transmission transmission of telemetry telemetry information information from 
the the Mars Mars 6 6 spacecraft spacecraft stopped. 

It was the spacecraft whose control system we attempted to to save at night. Probably, Probably, 
the 2T-312 transistor had failed. Only the channel for for commands and for for outbound 
trajectory trajectory measurements remained. Until Until the end of the flight flight mission, mission, we did not 
receive receive any information about the spacecraft's spacecraft's systems. During the remaining 
5 5 months of the flight, the Mars 6 6 spacecraft operated completely autonomously 
and completed intricate programs without commands from from Earth. 

Approaching Mars, the spacecraft measured its its position with respect to to Mars, calcu- calcu- 
lated strength and direction of the the correction impulse for its trajectory, trajectory, performed 
the correction of the trajectory, trajectory, calculated the direction of the lander descent, sepa- Figure l!. 

The iMars 6 6 and and 7 7 
rated the lander from the spacecraft, spacecraft, and received received and transmitted to to Earth informa- Spacecraft 
tion tion from from the the lander at the point when the parachute system started to to be deployed. 

The silent spacecraft accom- accom- 
plished the flight flight mission mission 
completely. completely. The additional 
transmission channel was 
operative only during the 
descent of the lander. lander. 
Information from the Martian 
surface had to be transmitted 
by the main radio channel to to 
the Mars 5 5 spacecraft; howev- 
er, er, the signal did not reach its its 
destination. 
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rl Figure Figure 20. 
lmage lmage of'thr rMnrtian 
Surfice Obtnined From From 
the the Mars 5 5 Spacecraft Spacecraft 

An analysis was performed after the flight and showed that the Mars 6 craft landed 
in in the vicinity vicinity of the Valley Samara, which was characterized by a V-shaped V-shaped cross- cross- 
section profile. profile. The coordinates of the landing site were 23" 54' S and 19" 19" 25' W. 
Perhaps the landing occurred on a steep hill? hill? 

Because Because of the failure of the onboard systems, the Mars 4 4 and 7 spacecraft did not 
accomplish their flight flight program. In the Mars Mars 4 4 spacecraft, the correction braking 
propulsion system failed, failed, and as a result, result, the spacecraft did not enter a Martian 
satellite orbit. The Mars Mars 4 4 spacecraft came within 2,200 kilometers of the Martian 
surface and made Mars Mars images from from its flyby flyby trajectory. trajectory. After After separation from from the 
spacecraft, because of the failure of the 2T-312 transistor, the Mars Mars 7 7 lander was not 
put in in an encounter trajectory trajectory and missed the planet by 1,300 kilometers. 

Only the Mars 5 5 spacecraft went into satellite orbit with the following parameters: 
the height of apocenter 32,500 km, the height of pericenter 1,760 km, km, an inclination 
of 35 degrees to to the Martian equator, and a 25-hour 25-hour period of rotation. The space- 
craft accomplished its its flight mission completely. completely. Mars 5 5 high-resolution images pro- 
vided additional data about the planet (Figure 20). 20). 

Minister Minister Afanasiev Afanasiev was deeply concerned by the numerous systems malfunctions 
that led led to to the failure of the Martian flight mission and to the loss loss of the Soviet 
Union as lead lead in in this field. The results of Project Project M-71 were analyzed at a ministry 
meeting. Right Right after this meeting, meeting, S.A. Afanasiev Afanasiev and I met A.I. Shokhin, who was 

the Minister Minister of the Electronic Electronic Industry. We asked him only 
one question: "How do we avoid numerous failures dur- 
ing the next flights?" flights?" We were not concerned with a single 
failure because the spacecraft systems continued to to oper- 
ate in in that situation. 

A.I. Shokhin offered two suggestions. The first one was to to 
use use the electronic electronic components that were designed about 
10 years ago and were fabricated in in accord accord with well- well- 
developed technology. technology. The second option was to to choose 
advanced electronic components using a special special program. 

Without a second thought, we rejected rejected the first first sugges- 
tion. The second option was accepted. Programs were 
developed to to choose the electronic electronic components (they got got 
the abbreviation MB). They increased the reliability reliability of the 
onboard instruments. On the other hand, the cost of the 
MB MB electronic electronic components was almost 10 10 times the previ- 
ous cost. cost. But, as they they say, "The "The goal goal is worth the effort." effort." 
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6.1 Project 5NM 
One of the main missions missions of the manned Apollo Apollo spacecraft was to deliver lunar soil soil 
to Earth. Earth. This problem could be solved by an automatic spacecraft as well. Thc idea idea 
of delivering lunar soil soil to Earth by automatic spacecraft was in in the air and was 
awaiting a favorable situation to be be realized. 

In the summer of 1968, I I visited visited Babakin. Babakin. In my presence, presence, Yu.D. Volokhov, who was 

the deputy director of the design bureau, and Babakin Babakin discussed the Soviet Soviet manned 
lunar program, which, in their their view, was behind schedule. At At this this time, time, Babakin Babakin 
spoke about the possible use of the land rover developed at the Lavochkin Lavochkin design 
bureau for moving the Soviet cosmonauts about the lunar surface to to collect collect samples 
of lunar rocks rocks and deliver them back to Earth. 

A sudden thought went through my my mind, and I I said, "What if on on the lunar landing 
platform the land rover would be be replaced by a rocket. rocket. The rocks rocks could be be collected collected 
and delivered to to Earth." Earth." Babakin Babakin focused on this idea idea and thought for for a while. His 
eyes moved to the right, right, then to to the left, left, probably following his thoughts. 
Eventually, Eventually, he returned to to his usual mood and said, "But "But it it is is a very difficult difficult prob- 
lem." lem." I I responded, "I do not have expertise in in designing lunar spacecraft and cannot 
make a decision." decision." However, the idea attracted Babakin, Babakin, and he issued instructions 
to work on it. it. 

After After careful careful consideration, it was concluded that the project project could be realized realized only 
if the advanced technical technical decisions were used used and strict weight limitations taken 
into account. Babakin Babakin gave much attention to to this project. project. He was eager to see the 
project project completed, and he he always participated in in the solution of intricate scientific scientific 
and technicaI technicaI problems. Probably, Probably, the project project was accomplished successfully successfully 
because because of the enormous efforts of Babakin. Babakin. 

At the beginning of 1970, the lunar project's project's problems had been been solved. At At this 
time, time, Babakin Babakin gave instructions for a technical technical proposal to consider how the 
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Fiuure 21. 
The 5N1M Spacecraff Spacecraff 
Designed to Deliver the the 
Saniples of the Martian 
Soil Soil to Enrtlr - - 
( I )  returning capsule, 
(2)  orbital Mars-Earth 
nrodule, nrodule, (3) second stage, 
(4)f irst stage, (5) landing 
stage, (6) neroshield neroshield cmcr, 
(7) instrument module, 
(8) orbital Enrih-Mars 
n ~ o d r ~ l c  and (9) lander 

Martian soil soil would be be delivered to to Earth. In In the summer of 1970, the technical technical 
assignments for for Project Project 5NM had been been completed. It was planned that in 
September 1975, the powerful N-1 N-1 rocket rocket would launch the spacecraft and inject inject a 
payload of 98 98 tons in a predetermined Earth satellite orbit. This weight included 
the weight of the 5NM spacecraft (20 (20 tons) (Figure 21). 21). The orbiter, which weighed 
3,600 kilograms, was designed to to deliver the lander to Mars and to receive receive the 
telemetry data from the lander during its descent and landing on the Martian sur- 
face. face. The orbiter included the toroidal instrument module, which came from the 
M-71 project, project, and the propulsion system with the spherical fuel tank, which came 
from the M-69 project. project. 

The lander, which weighed 16 16 tons, had an aeroshell screen with a central solid area 
with a diameter of 6.5 6.5 meters. At At the perimeter of the solid cover, cover, 30 30 petals were 
attached. After After the spacecraft entered an interplanetary trajectory, trajectory, the petals were 
opened, creating an aerodynamic cone with a diameter of 11 meters. The aeroshell 
screen covered the instrument module, which included the system that controlled 
the soft soft landing. Also, Also, this system included the velocity velocity meter, meter, which worked on the 
Doppler principle, and the altimeter. In addition, the instrument module included 
the radio system, the program timing device, device, and the power system. 

The propulsion soft soft landing system was 
composed of four spherical fuel tanks 
and four propulsion engines, which con- 
trolled trolled the thrust. On the top of the 
propulsion system, a two-staged booster booster 
rocket rocket was installed. The rocket rocket included 
the orbital Mars-Earth module, which 
weighed 750 kilograms, kilograms, and a return 
craft, craft, which weighed 15 kilograms and 
was designed to to deliver 200 grams of 
Martian soil back to Earth. The design of 
the Venus 4/6 orbiter was used for for fabri- 
cating the orbital Mars-Earth module. 

To transfer the spacecraft from from Earth's Earth's 
orbit to to an interplanetary orbit, orbit, a two- 
staged boosting rocket rocket was proposed. 
When the spacecraft would approach 
Mars, Mars, a trajectory trajectory correction correction had to to be 
performed. Then the lander would be be 
separated from the orbiter. To receive receive the 
telemetry telemetry data from from the lander, lander, the 
orbiter would be be placed in in a flyby flyby 
trajectory. trajectory. 
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At the the same time, time, the the lander would move move along its its trajectory trajectory and enter the Martian Martian 
atmosphere. The The asymmetrical asymmetrical aeroshield aeroshield cover cover would cause cause the the lander to perform perform 
a gliding descent. When When the lander's speed would reach reach 200 m/sec, the aeroshield 
cover cover would be discarded, discarded, the propulsion system would be initiated, initiated, and the craft craft 
would land land on the the Martian Martian surface. surface. 

When When designing this this project, I recalled recalled the comments of Korolev at the meeting meeting in in 
the Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau, who said that landing should be be performed by 
engines without parachutes. Certainly, Certainly, for for this this project, it would be beneficial to per- per- 
form form the landing without a parachute. It was planned that after after landing communi- 
cation cation between between the lander and Earth Earth would be maintained in in the decimeter decimeter band. band. 

Upon a command from from Earth, Earth, samples of the Martian Martian soil soil that had been chosen been chosen in in 
the panoramic panoramic image image areas would be collected collected and loaded in the capsule. capsule. In 3 3 days, 
after the lander autonomously defined its its position position by a command from from Earth, Earth, a 
booster booster rocket rocket with the orbital orbital Mars-Earth Mars-Earth module and with the returning capsule 
would be launched in in a Martian Martian satellite satellite orbit. 

The The parameters of the the orbit should be the the following: following: a pericenter pericenter height height of 500 km km 
and a rotation rotation period period of 12 hours. After After 10 months in a Martian Martian satellite satellite orbit wait- 
ing ing for a favorable date, the orbiter with the capsule would be transferred transferred to an 
interplanetary trajectory trajectory and returned back to Earth Earth (Figure (Figure 22). 22). Approaching Earth, Earth, 

Figure Figure 22. 
The The Profile of nn nn Eorth- 

Mnrs-Earth Mnrs-Earth Flight I /  the the 
Spncecrqft Would Hnve 
Been Landed in in 1975- 1975- 

( 1 )  30.11.76, 30.11.76, spncecrnft is 
positioned behind the 

Sun, (2) 22.09.76, arrivnl 
at Mars, Mars, (3) interplnnc- interplnnc- 

tnry tnry Enrth-~Murs Enrth-~Murs tmjecto- tmjecto- 
ry, ry, T=377 T=377 dnys, dnys, 

(4)  Mnrtian Mnrtian orbit, orbit, 
(5) 14.05.78, 14.05.78, arrivnl ot 

Earth, (6) 7.4.77, 
(7) inte~latretary Mnrs- Mnrs- 
Earth trajectory, T=291 

days, days, (8) 6.2.77, 6.2.77, 
(9) Earth's orbit, orbit, 

(10) 30.11.76, (11) Srrn, 
(12) 28.09.76, Earth's Earth's 

position nt the time time of t l~e 
spacecrnj? arrival arrival nt M m ,  

(13) 27.07.77, 27.07.77, yncecrnft yncecrnft 
is launched to Earth, 

(14) time time that the 
Mnrtinn Mnrtinn satdlite spent spent in 

orbit, orbit, T=302 T=302 dnys, dnys, 
(15) 17.09.75, 17.09.75, lnunch lnunch to 

Mnrs, Mnrs, (16) 27.07.77, 27.07.77, posi- 
tion tion of Earth at the tittle 
zuhen the the spacecrn,ft r i m  

launched fionr Mnrs, Mnrs, 
(17) 7.4.77, 7.4.77, (18) duration duration 

of the expedition-970 expedition-970 
dnys, dnys, nnd (19) 6.22.77 6.22.77 
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the return capsule would be separated from the orbiter. Because Because of aerodynamic 

braking, the speed of the capsule would decrease to 200 mlsec. At At this time, the 
parachute system would be deployed and the radar beacon, which facilitates the 

capsule search, would be activated. 

Fiuure 23. 23. In In 1973, 1973, to test the spacecraft and lander systems as well as to explore Mars with a 
T l w  4NM Spncecraft 
Des ig r~edfor  I M ~ ~ F  rover, it it was planned to launch the 4NM spacecraft (Figure 23). The project project for the 
Esplorf l t ion W i t h  M a r s  delivery of Martian soil was discussed at a scientific-technical meeting. Eventually, 
Rozler-(1) M n r s  rover, (2) 
/mi[ ier ,  m d  (3) Enrt11- we came to the conclusion that it would not be feasible to accomplish it on schedule 

. . , , 1 1 M n r s  orbiter for the following reasons: 

1. Biological Biological contamination ot Earth 
was possible. I f  the parachute sys- 

tem failed, the capsule would 

brake up. Biologists Biologists believed that 

Martian microbes might be present 

in in Martian soil. On Earth, the 
Martian microbes could propagate 
with a very high speed. This exper- 
iment could be a major tragedy for 

Earth. 

2. 2. The onboard systems and instru- 

ments had not been tested in in real 

flight. Apparently, we were not 
aware how they would operate 

during almost 3 3 years. 

However, Minister Afanasiev liked 

this project. He admitted that our 

arguments on biological insecurity 

were reasonable. Siinultaneously, 

being confident that biological biological prob- 
lems would be solved soon, he 
attempted to convince Babakin to 

begin the project . . Nevertheless, 

Babakin did not agree. The minister 

suggested that I I become the main 

designer of the project. He promised 
all kinds of help. The help of such a 
powerful and influential chief chief meant 
a lot, lot, but I I could not accept his offer. offer. 

Afanasiev was disappointed, but he 
did not forget this project. 
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Project 5M 
By 1973, we had 
acquired extensive 
experience in in devel- 
oping Martian space- 
craft and testing 
their operation in in the 
conditions of real real 
flight. Again, 
Afanasiev ordered 
the development of a 
project for the deliv- 
ery of Martian soil. 
By this time, the situation had changed. The fabrication of the N-1 rocket had been 
stopped. Only the Proton rocket could be used for launching the spacecraft. The 
Proton rocket was able to place a payload of 22 22 tons in an Earth orbit. This weight 
included the booster block block D. 

This payload was insufficient to to deliver Martian soil to Earth. To increase the space- 
craft weight, we decided to perform the docking of two payloads launched by Proton 
rockets in in an Earth orbit. Specifically, Specifically, the first booster block block D D would be be docked with 
the second booster block block D, which in in turn would be be docked with the spacecraft. After After 
docking and subsequent ignition of the D D blocks, blocks, the spacecraft, which weighed 
8,500 kilograms and consisted of the orbiter and lander, would be be placed in in an inter- 
planetary trajectory. trajectory. 

The flight had to be be performed with a trajectory that would eventually approach 
Mars. Upon approaching the planet and to receive data transmitted from the lander, 
the orbiter would be transferred to a flyby trajectory (Figure 24). The lander would 
perform a gliding descent and land on the Martian surface. Using the panoramic 
images, there would be be a command from Earth and the Martian soil would be be col- 
lected and loaded in in the capsule, which was installed in in the second stage of the 
booster rocket. The rocket, which weighed 2,000 kilograms, had to deliver the 
capsule with the soil to to a Martian orbit. 

To deliver the capsule back to Earth, the spacecraft with the return craft should be 
placed in in a Martian orbit. In In this orbit, the spacecraft had to be docked with the last 
stage of the rocket that contained the capsule. Then the capsule should be reloaded 
in in the return craft. 

When a favorable starting date arrives, the soil should start its trip to Earth. To place 
the spacecraft in in a Martian orbit, it was necessary to launch a third Proton rocket. To 
avoid biological contamination, it it was proposed to place the return craft in an Earth 
orbit, dock it it with a manned spacecraft, reload the return craft into the manned 

Figure 24. 1 1 
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Tlrc Dcsix~r i$t/re Dcscent nnd 
Lirndirig Lirndirig of of tlrc 4 M  Lnnrfer 
I/c/rislr-(1) cntrance in tlze 
nt~nosplrrr~,, nltit~rde, H=100 km, 
spwd uftlre entrnnce in  the 
atinosplrere, P 5 . 6  krn/sec, krn/sec, angle 
@f ortran~-e in  thc ut~rrosphere, 
8.-13", (2)  rotation o f the  lander 
nround its nxis to d ~ n n g e  the 
dirrctiorr dirrctiorr c!f G-force, H=18.1 km, 
V=1.75 ktn/scc, 9=12.6", 
(3) clos~st  nppronclr nppronclr c?f the lnnder 
to to tlir tlir Martinrr Martinrr srrrfnce, srrrfnce, H=5.5 
k~ri, V=I .O krn/sc~; (4 )  landing, 
pr~dctcrrrrirrcvl pr~dctcrrrrirrcvl conditions: V ver- 
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nnrl nnrl rlropping tlre tlre aeros/wll cover, cover, 
( 1 1 )  nrmi~~rrtrr~ overloading, 
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13-12A0, (12) Mars rover ncti- 
ur~tion, (13) ~ ~ o n ~ i n a l  trnjrctory of 
!/re !/re lnndrr, (14) altitude (km), 
and (1.5) (1.5) clistnnce clistnnce (km) 

spacecraft, spacecraft, and deliver the soil soil to to Earth. Therefore, Therefore, to to deliver the Martian soil soil to 
Earth, Earth, it was necessary to launch three Proton rockets rockets and to to perform three auto- 
matic matic dockings in the space. 

Apparently, Apparently, this project project was too intricate and unreliable. Because Because of the strict weight 
limitations, it was planned to use modern onboard instruments. Similar Similar to Project Project 
5NM, 5NM, to to check check the onboard instruments in the conditions of real real flight, flight, it it was 
planned at first to launch the 4M spacecraft to to study Mars with a Mars Mars rover. rover. The 
designs for descent and landing for both crafts were identical (Figure 25). 

Unfortunately, Unfortunately, at this time, time, cooperation between the Soviet Soviet Union Union and the United United 
States in in the field field of Mars exploration had not started. After After the American American Apollo Apollo 
program was completed, the Saturn V V rockets, rockets, which were capable of placing placing a pay- 
load of 138 tons in in an Earth's orbit, orbit, were destroyed. There There was no doubt that if our 
countries combined their their efforts efforts and used a Saturn V V rocket, rocket, the the problem problem of deliver- 
ing the Martian soil soil to to Earth Earth would be solved and complete biological biological security of 
Earth Earth would be provided. 

I I presented the results of our work to main designer Kryukov and simultaneously 
emphasized the complexity of the project project and the low probability of its success. 
Eventually, Eventually, I I suggested postponing the project project until a better time. time. Kryukov did not 
agree with me, me, but I I could not continue to to work on the project, project, which, in my view, 
had no chance of complete success. success. As As a result of this disagreement, the future 
development of the project project was given to to V.P, Panteleev, Panteleev, the deputy of the main 
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designer. designer. V.P. Panteleev Panteleev was a highly highly qualified qualified specialist specialist and was persistent in 
achieving achieving his his goals. goals. 

6.3 The Continuation and the End of the 5M Project 
To simplify simplify the the flight flight design and to decrease the number of space dockings, 
V.P. Panteleev Panteleev decided to to increase increase the weight of the spacecraft spacecraft after after modifying modifying the 
booster booster blocks blocks D. This This modification modification included the installation of additional fuel fuel lines lines 
and their their connectors to transfer fuel fuel after the blocks blocks were docked. The fuel fuel had to be be 
transferred from from an active block D, which functioned as a first first stage, stage, to a passive 
block D, which functioned as the second stage. 

Both blocks injected the the spacecraft spacecraft in in an interplanetary interplanetary orbit. orbit. Because of these these modifi- modifi- 
cations, cations, the the weight weight of the the spacecraft spacecraft was increased increased from from 8,500 to 9,335 kilograms. kilograms. The The 
additional increase increase of the spacecraft spacecraft weight weight required required a change change in the the design design of the the lan- lan- 
der's descent. descent. To achieve achieve this this goal, the the lander's lander's gliding gliding descent descent had to be be replaced replaced by a 
ballistic descent. descent. In addition, addition, the the lander's shape and design design had had to to be changed. changed. 

At the first first stage of the project, project, the lander was designed in the shape of a headlight. 
In In this stage, stage, the headlight was replaced replaced with a conical conical aeroshield aeroshield cover, which which was 
like like an umbrella umbrella and had a diameter of 11.35 meters. The center was a solid solid part of 
the the cover cover with a diameter of 3 meters, meters, into which which the thick, thick, tube-like tube-like beryllium beryllium 
spokes were installed. The spokes were covered covered with fiberglass. fiberglass. Before the the space- 
craft was launched, the spokes were folded along the lander's axis. axis. After After the space- 
craft would be be injected injected into an interplanetary trajectory, the spokes would be 
opened to to create the aeroshield cover. cover. 

All suggestions about a possible possible weight decrease of onboard instruments had been 
carefully carefully analyzed. As a result, result, the design of the spacecraft, spacecraft, which weighed 
9,135 kilograms and consisted consisted of the orbiter (1,680 kilograms) kilograms) and lander 
(7,455 kilograms), kilograms), was developed. The lander included a two-stage two-stage booster booster rocket, rocket, 
which weighed 3,190 kilograms, kilograms, and the Mars-Earth Mars-Earth return craft. craft. 

In In January 1976, Kryukov approved the preliminary design of the return craft, craft, 
which had to deliver the Martian soil soil and whose weight should not exceed exceed 
2 2 percent percent of the spacecraft weight. With With these weight limitations, limitations, there was hope 
that the project project could be completed. However, However, the problem problem of biological contamina- 
tion tion had not been been solved. SimuItaneously with the development of the technical technical 
assignment, we started the second second stage of the project project to to find find a solution to to the 
weight limitations. To do that, that, a number of highly highly advanced technical technical solutions to 
decrease the weight of the spacecraft spacecraft were implemented. 

The The idea idea of Academician Academician A.P. Vinogradov Vinogradov was very very helpful. He suggested conduct- 
ing ing thermal sterilization of the the soil samples while in the the Martian orbit. This sugges- 
tion tion completely completely solved the problem problem of biological biological security of Earth. In addition, the 
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implementation of this idea would lead to a significant decrease in in the weight of the 
spacecraft. Apparently, when the \wight of the sample return craft would be be 
decreased by by 1 1 kilogram, the weight of the spacecraft could be be decreased by by 
10 kilograms. The following parts were removed from the return craft: parachute, 
radar, battery, and automatic unit. The return craft, with a weight of 7.8 7.8 kilograms 
and speed of 12 km/sec, would enter Earth's atmosphere like a meteorite. After 
aerodynamic braking, the speed of the craft would be decreased to a few tens of 
meters per second, and the craft would fall fall to Earth. 

According to calculations, the scatter of the craft landing site was restricted to a cir- 
cle with a radius of 40 kilometers. The search for the craft was to be performed with 
helicopters equipped with instruments designed to detect a radioactive source in in the 
returning craft. The second stage of the project provided the opportunity to decrease 
the weight of the spacecraft up  to to 4 4 percent of the spacecraft weight. 

Many organizations were involved in in the development and fabrication of the space- 
craft. In In 1978, 1978, when the first models and parts of the spacecraft were designed, the 
Head Institute issued a statement in in which the complexity of the project, its high 
cost, and low probability of success were indicated. Based Based on this statement, 
Minister Afanasiev decided to discontinue the project for Martian soil return. 

This decision seriously damaged the prestige of the Lavochkin design bureau. 
Apparently, many organizations strongly believed in in the ability of the Lavochkin 
design bureau to accomplish the most intricate of technical assignments. This was 
the reason their specialists concentrated on this project. But But all of a sudden, they 
\vere out of business! 

The main designer, Kryukov, who said he was guilty of mismanaging the project, 
resigned. At that time, V.M. Kovtunenko, the deputy to the main designer of 
Yushnoe NPO NPO in Dnepropetrovsk, was appointed the main designer of the 
Lavochkin design bureau. 

Kovtunenko had been working at Yushnoe NPO in in Dnepropetrovsk for many years. 
In the beginning, lie lie developed ballistic rockets. During the last 10 years, before he 
was appointed the main designer of the Lavochkin design bureau, Kovtunenko was 
in charge of the Intercosnios ~~itel l i tes, which were developed according to to a cooper- 
ative program among socialist countries and bvere designed to study the space near 
Earth. The Intercosmos satellites were developed using the design of one of the 
Cosmos series satellites. They had small weight, a simple design, and were 
Iaunched in an Earth's orbit with the two-stage Tsyklon rocket. 

Naturally, the problems that had to be solved by the recently appointed main 
designer to develop the interplanetary automatic spacecraft were not similar to the 
problems with which he dealt while developing the Intercosmos satellites. 
Kovtunenko decided to find his own way in in this new field. He was fascinated with 
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the idea of creating the multipurpose spacecraft to study the Moon, Venus, Venus, and 

Mars. In 1979, 1979, the design of the UMVL spacecraft (Universal Mars, Venus, Venus, Luna) 

started to to be developed. 

At the same time, Kovtunenko decided to continue the development of the Venus Venus 

automatic spacecraft initiated by main designer Kryukov. These spacecraft had to to be 

launched in in the next 3-4 years. During this period of time, Kovtunenko hoped to 

develop the UMVL spacecraft and use it to perform the broad planetary and lunar 

study. 
I I 

F~gure 26 
However, the pace pace of the development of the new spacecraft was slow. slow. That That could be TIM, I % ~ J ~ J ~  2 2 5 p i l  LY LY I I (iff 

explained by an unlucky 

choice choice of the project project manager, 

who was the former party 

functionary, functionary, a skillful skillful politi- politi- 

cian whose only desire was to to 

be recognized and nothing 

more. In addition, 
Kovtunenko had a difficult difficult 
time in in establishmg effective effective 
contacts with such "heavy- 

weights" of the space industry 

as V.P. Glushko, N.A. N.A. Pilyugn, 

MS. Ryasanskiy, Ryasanskiy, and others. 

Apparently, without their sup- 
port, it it was difficult difficult to achieve 
a quick success in in the develop- 
ment of new spacecraft. 

Therefore, Therefore, the Phobos 1 1 and 2 

spacecraft (Figure 26) were 

launched only in 1989, 

10 years after their develop- 
ment had been been initiated. The 
flight program outlined: (1) to to 
place place the Phobos 1 1 and 2 

spacecraft in a Martian orbit, 

(2) to approach the Martian 

satellite Phobos, (3) (3) to land 
two automatic stations on 
Phobos' Phobos' surface, (4) (4) to conduct 
a remote distance study of 
Phobos soil soil chemistry chemistry from a 
flyby flyby trajectory and (5) to con- 
duct an extensive study of 
Mars from from its its satellite orbit. 
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4 4 Fiuure 27. 
The Mars 96 96 Spacecraft Spacecraft 

Unfortunately, Unfortunately, neither spacecraft accom- accom- 
plished the flight program because of the huge 
mistakes that were made during their con- 
struction and because of neglecting the rules 
established in Korolev Korolev OKB when designing 
the first interplanetary spacecraft. 

The first spacecraft failed failed in the interplanetary 
trajectory trajectory as a result of two unfavorable cir- 
cumstances: (1) the failure to to issue onboard the 
correct command to to transfer the propulsive 
mass to to the micro-engines micro-engines of the spacecraft's spacecraft's 
attitude system and (2) (2) a logic logic error in the 
onboard prohibition systems that should have 
disconnected the fuel fuel line while the spacecraft 
was in a position of three-axis three-axis stabilization. 

The The second second spacecraft spacecraft failed failed in in a Martian Martian satel- satel- 
lite lite orbit. That That happened because because the computer 

program named "e minimal" minimal" was not not included in in the onboard software. If the power 
voltage voltage decreased decreased below below a predetermined level, level, the program "e minimal" minimal" would have 
automatically automatically issued issued a command to to disconnect disconnect all onboard systems except except the sys- 
tems tems needed for for the spacecraft spacecraft to survive. All interplanetary automatic spacecraft spacecraft 
developed at OKB-1 and the Lavochkin Lavochkin design bureau bureau carried carried the program "e mini- mini- 
mal" onboard, and the first first attempt to to exclude exclude it from from the computer software led led to 
sad result. 

The Mars 96 spacecraft (Figure 27) failed failed as well. well. This spacecraft was built to to per- 
form an extensive study of Mars from its orbit with penetrators dropped to to the 
Martian surface. The Mars 96 spacecraft was not injected injected in an interplanetary trajec- trajec- 
tory. tory. 

Today, it it seems that the Soviet and, thereafter the Russian, Russian, program of Mars explo- 
ration was ended on a sour note. note. However, there is is the Russian proverb that says: 
"One beaten person is worth two unbeaten ones." ones." 

As As soon as the Russian economy is stabilized, young creative minds who have 
already developed the original approach to Mars and Phobos exploration will will over- 
come and succeed. 
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